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VOLUNTARY <pART-TIME WORK 
l. INTRODUCTION 
This Communication to the Standing Committee on Plnployment is part 
of the general approach which the CommUnity is making to ~he problem 
of adapting working time, and which is set out in th$ Council's 
Resolution of December 1979 (OJ N° C2 of. 4 January 1980) • · . 
: . In that Resolution. the Council notes tha;t "part-time work. is ~ow 
a reality o~ .the labour market, but ••• that the cond.i tions applying 
to it· should be clarified." 
The Commis,siori broadly shares the attitude of ·caution which 
is apparent in the Council's statement. It is true that the demand 
for part-time. work has increased' sharply in recent years .... and was 
·already doing so before 1973' - ~ainly owing to the desire for greater 
flexibility in working life and to the rising activity rate of 
women. At present, .about 90 % of part-time jobs are occupied by 
women;_the /importance-of this type of employment varies .conside-
. rably ,however, from one Member State to a.no·ther. 
However, the systematic expansion of part-time work would not appear 
to be. the only solution e:Lther to employment problems - whose 
reme.dy lies in restoring higher growth and gradually reducing working 
time- or to 'the social. problems of reconciling occupational with 
family responsibilities. The main problems result from the fact 
·that women carry the burden of family responsibilities. The reasons 
for wanting to work part-time are, indeed, very often . to be 
found in the d.if'ficul ties of reconciling occupational with ·ramily 
·responsibilities. In these circumstances, the majority of part-time 
workers will always be liable to forrn of class apart, in a weaker 
position in working life and less well-informed of their rights. 
The, ideal solution would therefore be, without restricting each 
worker's freedom of ohoioe, to seek agradual reduction a.nd re-
distribution of working hours and at the same time to encourage 
greater sharing Qf non-paid family and occupational responsi-
bilities between marriage partners/. · 
·, 
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Continuing to take a long-termview, opportunities of 
entering the labour· market need to be improved for those who 
wish to work part time and the special treatment of part-time.· 
employment must be .abolished. The moves in this direction, 
which are worthwhile both from the employment point of vie'w 
and 'that of improving working oondi tions, must also attempt 
to strike a balance between the frequently conflicting claims 
of emplbyment and social protection~ 
This purpos·e of this paper is .twofold :· 
-to present an analysis of the present situation with ~espect 
to part-time work ; ( 1) 
.... to establish the main lines and areas ·of action and put 
forward specific proposals for action at Community ''level. 
To do· so, .the Commission has based its thinking partly 
on consul tat ions it h~d in the spring of:. 1980 with the two sides 
of industry and at\. a joint meeting with the Directors - General . 
of employment and social security. (2) · · / · / 
II. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF PART-TIME WORK 
1. Definition· 
The statistical and legal definition ·of part-time work 
differs from one. Member State to another. Part-time work differs 
from casual work in that it is continuous, a.n.d from temporary 
work in that itis performed for aperiod that is not necessarily 
limited. Unlike short-time working, which .is impos.ed by the 
employer, part-time work is agreed between the employer and the 
worker, who chooses to work shorter hours at the outset• No other 
meaning is here ascribed to the word "voluntary"• The economic · 
or social situation and, in particular, the absence of other 
. attraoti ve job options could, of course, considerably l;imi t the ' 
wprker's choice. 
(1) See attached· document 
(2) See also.the Economic a.n,d Social Committee's Opinion of 
1st June. 1978 on "Part-time employment : its effects in the 
current state of the labour market" (Doce~CES 684/78). 
I 
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Part~time work as defined by labour and social security 
law differs from one Member State to another. Often a minimum and 
maxiinUII1 number of hours are fixed. Moreover, even within the 
sc;tme national social security scheme , the minimum number of 
hours to be worked may not necessarily be the same to qualify 
for all benefits. 
According to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, 
part-time work implies a regular .and volunta:ry job with fewer 
working hours than normal and. a correspondingly . lower remuneration. 
This definition corresponds t.o that used by the. I.L.o. 
There is the questi,on wh~ther -in order to give a better defintion 
of the term of part-time work ~ it would be appropriate to introduce 
minimum periods of work, as stipulated by certain social security 
systems• · 
2. Expansion of part-time work 
Allowing for semantic and statistical inconsistencies, th~ 
following general facts can be established about the extent of 
part-time employment in the Community : 
In recent decades part-time work has expanded in all the . 
Member States except Italy, both in absolute terms and as a percentage 
of total emploY"ment.· This trend ha~, broadly spea~ing, been 
maintained during the recession. Over 9 million people in the 
Community at present have_· a part-time job as their main occupation 
and a further 2 million work part-time on a casual basis. 
. For some time the volume of part-time work in the Community 
has been the highest in Denmark and the United Kingd.om ( 18 % and . 
16.9% respectively in 1977 compared with the Commnnity average of 
9·4%). In conntries where the employment rate for women is lower, 
part-time work is less widespread, the lowest figures being those 
for Italy (2,5 %) and Ireland (3,7 %). 
I 
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Percentage of part-time employment 
.. 
EEC. FRG FR IT NL B LUX UK IR 
19~7 9·4 9·6 7.3 2.5 5·9 5.8 4.1 16.9. 3.7 
1979 
(preliminary.figu.res) 9.6 7~4 2.6 7.5 5.8 5.6 15.4 -
Tables 1 to 4 annexed show~ that in practice part-time work has, 
up to now, been mainly performed by women, particularly 
married women. 
_'About 90 % of all. part-time workers in the Community {70 % in 
Itaiy and 95 % in Germany ) are women. Of the men, most are 
elderly or partially W,sabled' .but they also ir1clude some young 
people (students, for example}. 
The present part-time work-force clearly. represents only a 
fraction of the actual demand for· this type of employment. The 
. ratio' between vacancies and job-seekers. in thi's. section of the 
labour market is particularly unfavourable. In the Federal · · 
Republic of Germany, foP example, there. is only one vacancy for 
every ten peopLe· seeking part/-time work, whilst in France 'the· 
ratio is ·5 : 1., · · 
Moreover, recent surveys show that there is a fairly wide-
spread latent 'demand for part-time work. In surveys conducted in 
Germany an,d Belgi1im, about 25 .% of full~time workers said they 
would like to work part-time. In general, such people now working 
full time would prefer a working week of around 30 hours rather 
than one on the conventional half.:..time pattern •. The strong interest 
in .such possibilities s}+own also by men scarcely varie~with skill 
category. · 
3.. Present macro-economic context 
In the past two ~ecades, part-time workers have chiefly 
formed a. .. ·"buffer stock" of labour. Certain manufacturing 
industries - and more especially service industries - have. come 
to rely e.ftensi vely orr such labour. (See tables 5. and 6). 
Since the service industries are constantly expanding it is 
likely that demand for part-t.ime employment will grow in this 
sector in the years to come. 
DK · . 
. 
18.4. 
-
I 
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In manufacturing industries, there.is a high concentration of 
part~time workers . in . de.clining. sectors'., w:here wages and working 
con'd.i tions. are below average. Some .of. these. are indu~tries having 
to cope. with -substa.ntia,l productivity increases .• The extremely 
rapid growth ~of p~rt-time work .in 'th,e ·services and certain manu-
facturing industries has in many >oases led to certain ·socially' 
undesirable disparities by compar_ison with full-time employment. 
So· far no .. standard model for determi~ing t'be macro-economi.o 
repercussions of a policy to expan,d part-time ~ork has· be.en .... , 
work:ed out.' In this respect a distinction sh:ould be' made between 
countries where it is still a wide s·cope for developing part~tiine . 
.. work, and .other countrie.s where the saturation point for this .type 
of employment will soon be reached. It.is.however, im,portant to 
consider. the. secondary effects. of such a measure on employment. 
Additional part-time jobs will not only be taken up by the unemployed ; 
They will, at least, in the short·term, attract newcomers to the 
labour ·market. Therefore this new demand for jobs. could. equally well 
have the effect of.swelling tpe total number of job--seekers particu-
larly in Member States where registration procedures tend t'o -conceal 
'underemployment ( fo'r example, where a marri.ed w'oman is a;utomatically · 
.crossed off. the regiister after a certain period of unemployment). · 
4• Situation from the employer's point of view 
. Part-time work can ;t>oost the hourly productiv~ty of employees, 
as has be~n shown ·by studies oarrie,d out in the N~therlands, the 
Federal Republic or Germany and Belgium. It is 11:sually a.lso found 
to reduce labour. turnover; absenteeism and acci<ients at work. This is 
particularly true of tn9nOtDnous jobs ;in the tertiary ·sector and 
industry. The fle.xibility of part-time wprk also makes :it easier for 
the employer to distribute the working time of his. staff according ,to 
. the. firm's peak operating periods. On the other hand, certain expen-
, diture. such as ~dditi'c;>na.l staff costs, the cost of_ a~pting :jobs and 
adiTlinistrati ve expenses are. claimed. as· drawbacks to part-time work • 
. Capital costs· may also l be higher where shi.ft .working is not pra_ctised. 
It should be added that other drawbacks attacn.ing to part~time 
work for firms arise in connection with social security ~d labour law : .. 
current social security costs can.be comparativelyhigher, and firm.s' 
obligati()ns under social legislation 7 linked to certain · ·staff. thresholds 
. ( e,g. percentage of handicapped persons, trainees 1 number of staff · 
representatives) can 'be increased. 
~- I I 
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It is particularly diffioul t to quantify the positive and 
negative repercussions on unit wage costs. Most studies merely 
conclude that from management's point of view .pa:rt-time work · 
involves neit!ler obvious advantages nor obvious disadvantages, 
and that these can to be determined only on a case-by-case basis. 
The supply of jobs could only be increased by firms creating~ 
new part-time jobs. This should not be done by arbitrarily changing 
full-time jobs into part-time ones, but through innovation which 
made full use of other possibilities such as. cutting dow.n on . 
systematic overtime to make way for part-time work or introducing 
part-time shifts. The simple splitting of existing full•time jops -
which some studies have show.n to be. theoretically possible for a 
great many jobs - would not . generate any real employmen:i; capacity. 
III. THE PRINCIPLES LAID OOWN BY THE COUNCIL 
In its Resolution, the Council· notes that "the conditions 
applying to part-time work should be clarified (1). When it included 
part-time work in its_strategy for_the reorganization of working 
time, the Council la:id down four main principles. These are stated 
and discussed below. 
1. First principle 
" Part-time work must be voluntary and open to both men and 
"women, It 'must not be imposed on persons· who wish to work 
"full'time. Furthermore, particular care must be taken to 
·" ensure that part-time work is not limited to women or to 
" relatively unskilled·work." 
This principle contains three main elements 
-· the voluntary nature of part-time employment 
- equal treatment of men .and women 
- the upgrading of part-time work. 
-------· (1) Council Re.solution of 18 December 1979 on the adaptation of . 
working time. 
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Disregard of the principle· that part-time work should be 
voluntary .;.. as has happened in a number of notorious case~ where 
part-time work was virtually forced on full~time workers or people 
seeking work..;;. would largely justify :the criticisms levelled at 
this form of er.nployment and its promotl.on. Similarly, part-time 
work should under no circumstances be regarded as an alternative 
to the general reduction in hours of work demanded by the. trade. unions. 
With regard to access to part-time work, it must be remembered 
tliat at present mos:t part-time workers arewomen. Part-time employment 
in its typical current form has 1ittle attraction for other groups 
on the labour market; this is. due to the fact that part-time jobs· 
tend to be relatively low-skill·ed and to the many disadvantages 
relating to condi tiona of f)mployment. For .this rep;son ,most women's 
organizations have adopted a critical stance towards part~time work • 
. The n.umber of women participating in working life in the 
Communi:ty is steadily increasing. Even in Member States where, overall 
activity rates are low,~ the figures for younger age groups have gone 
up dramatically, which indicates a fundamental change in ~tti tudes 
towarQ.s women's employment. Only an active policy for a fairer 
distribution of existing work betweep. men and women can ensure 
that this new demand for employment by women'will not, .as in the 
past, be channelled towards less skilled jobs, in particular 
unskilled part-time work. 
A paradoxical situation has been n()ted as regards part-time 
· work and its attraction for women : seemingly, women from households 
in upper income brackets are the most inclined to prefer part-time 
work, whereas this form of employment is mainly taken up by .thos~ 
with modest or average incomes {1). 
Even if the supply of part~tiine jobs were; to increase, maJ,.e 
full_.time workers would be relectant to ta..lce them as long as this 
form of emplo;yment remained marginal and discrimination connected 
with ~he special status of part-tiJ?e workers persisted. 
( 1) M. LUCAS --:--t.Le travail a temps partiel" (part-time work) , report made to 
R• BOULIN, Minister of Labour ·ana industrial democracy, and to M. PASQUIER, 
St,ate Secretary (women's employment) , May 1979• 
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Specific programmes to promote 'part~time working in, the 
more highly skilled and responsible jobs are needed. to develop 
new attitudes towards part~time work. ' 
2. Second principle 
" Consideration should be given to the extent to which 
" part-time' work could be made more readily available to 
'' certain. groups of workers, particularly parents of 
"·youngchildren, and older workers.:'' 
Implementation of this principle and the fourth. are closely 
linked,, especia.lly as regards the introduction of new working 
patterns adapted to the needs o;f different groups of workers. 
As emerged from the Commission's consultations with the 
governments and two sides of industry, this principle comes in 
for tl'ITO objections : fir'st, would it not be better if part-time 
work nevertheless remained the exception. ? And secondly, would· 
not a-policy of-~ctively promoting pa~t-time employment for 
certain groups of workers run. counter to the principle of. equal . 
treatment which is implicit in the point made in secttoniii.l? 
Major problems .are raised by the question of access to part-- , 
time work for parents of youngchildren. The problems assume 
different proportions for one~d two~parent families' with 
single .parents experiencing. additional . difficulties owing to 
~he lack of sacial facilities. ' 
,In present circumstances., it is most likely to be the 
woman as the mother who has to work pa~t-time because of the 
presence of a young_ family~ On. the one hand, it is clear that 
as a rule she will earn considerably less than the husband ; 
o1n the other, the· question of the size of the household's total 
income comes into play. Since, at the present time, most p~rt­
time· work is offered in the lower skill categories, it c.a.n be 
assumed that the main reason for- accepting thits type of work is 
t~o supplement the breadwinner's earniq.gs which are regarded as 
insufficient.EVen if the father of the family genuinely wishes to 
sh~e household tasks and work outside the home equally with 
his wife by working part-time, there remains. the limiting 
f,~otor of an inadequate overall household income. 
, 
r 
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In the case o-f older workers, part.:..time work can take t·wo forms 
first, through a phas-ed retirement system, fnvolving the usual draw:.. 
backs of part~'time work (partial in.crease in costs,' reerganfzation,. 
Loss of skills,,gradual occupational downgrading, etc). Finally, in 
some cases older workers· cannot take up part-time jobs because their 
pension is calculated on the ~ost recent earnings and this would· lead 
'to a disproportionate drop in benefit; 
-.second, ret.ired 'people .may .seek' part-time jobs. some insurance schemes 
allow pensioners only a small amount of additional ~atnings on_top of 
their pension .• 
3 • T h i r d pr i n ci p L e 
'' Part-time workers should as a rule have the same social rights 
'' and obligations as full~time ~orkers, bearihg in mind, however, 
"the specific character of t.he work performed'.'. 
To implement this principle a whole gamut of discriminatory 
.Practices in part-time work· would have to be eliminaterl. As the:· 
Economic. and Social Committee pointed out in the above-mentioned 
Opinion, discrimination resulting •from pa~t-time work takes many 
fotms and is difficult to identify. Most of the time the special 
arrangements are not openly stated; they arise rather from the fact 
that part-time workers are not covered.by Legislation or collective 
agreements. lt would also be contrary to this third_.principle if, simply 
because of working shorter hours, part-time workers were obDged t~work· 
at. a harder pace than full-timers in comparable, 'jobs • 
. Several types of discrimination are mentioned in the appended· 
document : the weak Le'gal position· of part-time workers, Lack of job 
security, disadvantages connected with tax treatment, and in-adequate 
representation. Two major problems deserve particular attention,, 'however. 
l:_at_ 
Given the Lack o"f data; it is very difficult to make statist-ical 
comparisons between full-time and part-time workers. There is no 
doubt, however, that as stated above, p~rt-time workers. are cbncen-
tra_ted in low-pay sectors and low-pajd occupations. Further, even 
' ' ;_ 
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where houl?s worked is applied, part-time workers do not benefit 
from certain rights and allowances enjoyed by full-time workers. 
· A case is now before the COt'lrt of' Justice of the European Communities 
(M:rs J.P. JENKINS v. KINGSGATE Ltd, Case 96/80) involving the 
question of inequality in 'the pay of full-and part~time workers and 
the possible violation of the principle of equal treatment this 
involves. 
§_O_£i !_1_ S~ cy_r!_ t Z _s ,ch,e!,e_! !_ S!.C!P-!S_!t _P~n_! i .2_n }l ,!_n}lU!_a:a_ c~) 
Social security systems at present in fprce in the Member States are 
not entirely neutral as ·regards part-time work. Problems arise in 
connection with both statutory and occupational schemes. The most 
serious Pt:Oblems concern rules on the payment of contributions, the ' 
. relationship between, contributions and' benefits" and the fixing of a. minimum 
number of hours or level of earnings to qualify for membership of the . 
schemes. Such hours or earnings thresholds_ (e.g. 15 hours a. week in the ~ 
Federal Republic of Germany and f. 23 in the United' Kingdom) may ·,.-
have advantages and disadantages. If the ·thresholds are low, certain 
groups working only a notional number of hours will be covered by 
soci~l security, putting them in_ a, privileged position. If, on the other 
hand, the thresholds are too high, people in need of social protection 
will be denied access to the schemes and tq the subsequent benefits.· 
According to the 1977 Labour Fo:rce Sample Survey., 11 % of part-time workers 
in industry· and 26 % in the service sector worked less than 15 hours 
a week. 
Part-time workers should be treated in the same way. as o'ther workers, 
md not as a special gro11p, in relation to their rights and ,obligations. 
~hese ·latter should be based on the principle of proportionality to the 
rights and obligations of full-time workers. 
1 
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However, equal treatment for part-time and full-time 
workers encounters severe obstacles in practice : 
the difficulties of applying the proportionality principle in 
certain areas where rights and obligations are of a qualitative, 
. and not a quantifiable , nature ; 
the inherent difficulties of 1he individual and ,collective bargaining 
position of part-time workers : limited access to information,· 
training and means of pa~ticipation a~ the workplace 
- the qonstraints of work organization in the firm. 
A balanqe must be found which, whilst satisfying the latent 
demand for part-time work, preserves worker's freedom of choice 
and avoids isolating part""'!time workers in a gp.etto, either through 
negative discrimination or by giving them excessive advantages 
which'could discourage their recruitment. 
Fourth principle 
" Part-time work should not be limited to half~time work; it 
" could be on a daily, weekly or monthly basis according to. the 
" needs of different· groups of workers and those. of undertakings". 
The application of ,this principle implies a gen~rally, 
positive attitude to part-time work. During the consultations, 
:reservations were expressed on seve'ral occasions about proposals 
for introducing new forms of working time arrangement. At all 
events, priority must be given to removing existing disparities 
and discriminatory practices applied to part-time workers. 
, The introduction of work schedules other than half-time work 
could be of interest to certain categories o:f people such as 
parents with young children, elderly workers, men who wish to 
work shorter hours, young people, the long:-terin unemployed, disabled 
persons, convalescents and workers with particularly taxing jobs .• 
Part-time work must at any rate no longer be restricted to · 
the traditional pattern of half-days, usually mornings. There are 
a whole range of alternatives. Part-time jobs can vary according 
to duration, time of day and how they are organized. Reduced 
schedule.s can be applied on a daily, weekly, monthly, or even 
yearly basis ; combinations are also possible. 
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.These possibilities, aimed at making working time more 
flexible, could be even greater following the introduction of 
the new "te1ematic" technology; however, there is a danger that 
this flexibility .could lead to even greater segregation of 
· women on the labour market • 
Ori.Iy by introducing new and more flexible forms of part-timme 
work will'it be possibleto provide f.or the needs of a11 social 
groups and makethis type of·work attractive to categories other 
than married women. 
. ' 
Trials and actual applications of new working time arrangements 
in ftrms are still rare in the Community. The question of the extent 
to which a successful experiment can·be adopted in another firm 
.requires further study. 
IV. MAIN AREAS FOR ACTION 
·. The sum of the observations m~de in this paper about' the present 
situation regarding voluntary part-time work and .the desire to 
apply the principles stated above prompt us to make a number of· sugges-
tions to governments, employment services and the two. sides of industry. 
They have three basic and,priority aims : 
- to remove disc:rimination against part-time work so that it is no 
longer subject to'any form of spec~al treatment 
- to create part-time job opport.unities for workers who desire. th~m; 
- to promote new forms of part-time w;ork under certain oondi tions. 
The list of areas for action' given below contains only the 
objectives, not the precise means of achieving them, which would 
have to follow the usual procedures applied in the Member States. 
Whilst in one Member State the public authorities could take the 
ini·tiati ve, in another it might be up .to the two sides of industry 
to assume this role. 
Coramu:nity·measures are proposed only in the form described 
in Chapter V; nevertheless, coordination of the nationa;l measures 
on ·the lines set out here would be desirable. 
•• 
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1~ L'egal provisions and/or collective a.ggeements 
Compilation of-lists of legal provisions and/ or collective 
agreements concerning the social and financial aspects of 
part-time work.; 
- Revision of )egal prov~s~ons and/ or collective agreements 
which run cotinter to the principle of equa1treatment for 
full-time worker·fi:1 and part-time workers, -bearing. in mind 
the shorter hours but without conferring FJ¥ly special status 
- Examination of _the exte!lt to which social ejecuri ty schemes 
(sickness,_ pensions insurance) , including occupational 
pensions and unemployment benefit schemes' are neutral with 
regard to part-time employment ; · 
- Revision of tax ·law where it discriminates against p~rt-time 
workers ·; 
- Establishment of safeguards to prevent. p~rt-time :work being 
imposed on full..,.time workers ; 
- Revision of the rules in force in the civil and public service 
with a view to offering a wider range of skilled-jobs to 
peopJe who. wish to work part-time. 
2. Conditions of emplo;vment 
- Right to conclude an irldi vidual contract· of employment g1,v~ng 
particulars of the number and distribution of hours of work ; 
- Drawing up precise provisi6ns (in legislation or collective 
agreements,depe11ding on the system of the country concerned) 
governing ,overtime, rest periods and paid extra duties ; 
- Application of the principle of proportionality of. hours 
worked to all pr·<?visions concerning pay ; 
:- Granting of priority to e:x:i;sting part-time employees 
when. full-time vacancies occur in a firm; 
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- Recognition of part-time workers as full staff members enjoying 
· the same rights of active and passive participation _in .the firm, 
including participation in collective b~rgaining (without 
introducing a quota). 
3. Labour, tnarket policy 
- Strengthening the role and resources of the employment services 
~ in helping part-time workers to obtain equal treatment with full- · 
tirne workers, upgrading part-time work and . .improving the career 
·prospects of such workers, as well as in seeking. .out part-time 
job openings in firms i 
-Systematic registration of persons wishing. to work part-time, 
irrespective of the schedule requested, to enable application~. 
for work speci,fying "unconventional" working hours to be 
identified 
Coll·ection and compilation of detailed statistics and information 
on ,the part-time .labour market. 
4• Vocational . training 
- Extension of public support for vocational training to part-time 
job seekers ,; 
.... Giving part-time workers access to training opportunities made 
possible by firms. 
5• Promotion of new forms of part-time work 
Where the above-mentioned conditions are met (no conve.rti~g 
of full-time jobs into part-time ones, removal of existing discri-
mination, allowance for national particular± ties and the needs 
of industr~, it' will. be possible to create new part-time jobs by, 
in part.icular : 
(2) 
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- e:x;tending the range of occupations offered and introducing 
forms of part-time employment in ·jobs involving higher quali-
fications and greater responsibility ; · 
- creating a whole series of _shorter work schedules, on a daily, 
weekly or monthly basis, to suit the needs of various groups 
of_workers ; 
encouraging phased retirement schemes whereby there isa planned 
transition from work .to full retirement involving part-time work; (1) · 
..,. if necessary, implementation of .new forms of work organization, 
' such as the introduction of part-time shift work and "job-:-sharing" 
- the et>.couragement , by governments, employment services a.nd 
management and labour, of a progressive personnel policy in 
industry with regard to the planning, introduction and manageptent 
of more flexible working time arrangements (2). 
However, care must be taken to ensure that the creation of 
part-time jobs does not supplant that of new' full-time jobs. 
v. PROPOSALS FOR ACTION AT COMMUNITY LEVEL 
It is desirable that ·certain steps also be taken at Community 
level to back up the .guidelines for action just suggested. 
For: reasons already stated, this does not specifically mean direct 
action to promote par:t-time work. The steps required would be aimed 
at .. removing existing discrimination between full..:and part-time workers, 
and at reducing the differences . in £tand.ards l.Ulder Member States' 
labour and social security laws.These measures could also promote 
the harmonization of working c()ndi tiona and terms of employment in 
the. Comrmmi t y • · · 
(1) See paper entitled·"Community guidelines on flexible. retirement", 
July 1980. 
(2) See paper er~ti tled "Guidelines for a Community labour ~market 
policy", Standing Committee o~ Employment, 29 May 1980. 
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Two main areas for this action should he e.stablished : 
(a)_ the adoption of mini:mu.m Community standards,, leaving sc6pe 
for more far-reaching prov~sio:p.s to be laid down in collective 
agreements or legislatipn ; 
i (b), stepping up cooperation ·to' improve the exchange of information 
and experience bet"!een Member States. 
The objectives sought by action in these two areas are part and 
parcel of the·community's efforts to.reduce the qualitative riri.smatch 
bet\ieen the supply of and demand for labour (1) and to apply the 
' Council. Directive. of 9 February 1976 on appli.cation of the principle 
of equal treatment of men and women in access to e_mployment, training, 
promotion and working, condi tiona (2) ; they also accord with the 
Community strategy-to raise the level of employment. · 
1. . Minimum Comnnmi ty standards. 
The measure which it is recommended should be taken. at· Cotnrmmity 
level would involve· establishing minimum standards applicable to ·· 
part-time worke:t;>s throughout the Community. However, the precise I 
nature of such· a measure w9uld need to be .decided having regard to 
freedom of collective bargai~ing. 
Observance of these standards would eriablle equal treatment 
based on the rule of proportionality to-be established more rapj_dly· 
both in law and in practice. It is proposed that the standards should 
represent the miriimum standards to be met in provisions laid do:wn by 
law, regulation and ad.m1nistrati ye action and collective agreements, 
\with the details of such I provisions, being decided at nat'ional or 
industry level or in individual coritr~cts. of· employment. 
Provisions .which, if ~nly. from a purely legal point of v:i,ew1 
_make part-time work more attractive for women than !'or' men should be 
avoided or, where they e.xist, .eliminated. 
(1) '-Reducing the qualitative mismatch between the supply of and 
demand for labour : guidelines .for a labour lll(;trket policy 
and a policy on working.conditions" (Doc. SEC'"(79) 634 final, 
11 April1979) • 
.(2) OJ N°. L 39 of 14 February ·1976, P• 40 • 
.• 
.• ~ . ' 
""·· 
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Community action should have the aim of : 
i) - establishing the principle of minimal ·thresholds for 
membership of social security schemes, e.g. a minimum 
number of hours .·or level of earnings on the b~sis of which 
social security contributions would, be- calculated and which 
would entitle the member to social security benefits .• 
Contributions and benefits. should, however, be set in· such a 
way that full-time workers were'not placed at a disadvantage;~ 
2) - putting forward the principle of equal treatment under labour law 
between full-and part..;.time w:orkers - having regard to the shorter 
hours worked -·at least· in the following respects : 
- ·conclusion of an individual contract. of employment (giving_ 
· pa:rticula:rs of the hours to be worked and paid, and their 
distribution) ; 
- the right to the m1.n1.mum wage,. according to the arrangements 
analogous t9 those applicable to full-time work in each 
·Member State 
- equal treatmen~ in promotion; 
-protection against ·dismissal; 
- right to employee ben~fits granted by the firm ; 
3) - recognition of the right of part-time workers to be given pre-
_cedence for.full-time vacancies matching their qualifications 
which occur in the firm ; 
4) - recognition o:f the right of part-time workers to participate 
actively and passively in the representation ,machinery of the 
firm ; these rights should be taken into consideration in. 
determining the number of staff. 
2. Cooperat?: . on_~tJl~~}_o_r. employment officials and directors of 
the em£!..?.~en.t.1_~~ 
The Commission intends to develop more precise arrangements 
for improving information on tho part-time market and the management 
of that Ina;rket. 
:Following this line of thought, the fo+lowing steps are 
suggested : 
statistics should be improved ; 
-, exchanges of information and experience on experimental schemes 
and pilot projects should be promoted ; 
- research ,..on the development of the labour market unde:r the Commission's 
Research and Action Programme should be stepped up. These studies 
could, for exaraple, analyse mqre precisely the actual demand for . 
part..,.time work and the relationship between part-time work, hidden 
unemployment and multiple job~holding. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
' -
Three re.cen-t. developments have led the Commission services to examine more 
closely the problems of part-time work 
- the opinion of the Economi. c and Social Commi tt e.e of 1 June 1978 " ·on 
part-time employm~nt : its effects on the current state of the labour 
market" (CES 684/78) ; . , 
-the invitation· of the Commission, contained in the conclusions of the 
· President at the Tripartite Conference of 9 November. 1978, to study the 
prospects and possibili tie's for the extensior~ of part-time work ; 
- the mandate given to the Commission by the Council of Employment and 
Social Affairs Ivlinis·ters of 15 May 1979 under whose terms the Commission 
is invi·ted to continue its studies and analyses in the field or' ad~ptation 
of -vmrki.ng time, with special reference to voluntary part-time work, an.d 
to make propose,ls at an appropriate stage. As a consequence the Council 
adop·t'ed a Resolution on the adaptation of working time. at ·its meeting 
of 18 December 1979, which l'aid down four main principles for the develop...;. 
.JBent of par·L-time work. (1) · · 
The ·Commission has on several occafdons taken a position on part-time work (2). 
This document is part of the work programme on adaptation of working time 
· proposed by the Commission in comformi·ty with the Council's Resolution• 
This document. serves as a teclmical annex to a complete Communication of 
the Commission ['"doc. V/119/BoJ which will be presented to a coming meeting 
of the Standing Employment Committee. 
The presen.·t document is in five parts 
~ general aspects of the problem ; 
forecastablo dc;ve1opments and. their economic. consequences ; 
-social, legal and. fiscal barriers which would have to 'be overcome to 
extend part-time work. 
(1) Official Journal c 2 of 4.1.1980 
·(2) In the written replies ·to Parlamenta.ry. Questions 609/'{7 .,668/77 and 1125/77 
as well as within ,its oommunioations on workshar4lg : '.C0l'(79) final, . 
'"' SEC 740/2/3/4• · · ~ . 
·, 
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- rthe advantagef3 and disadvantages of specific measures, predominantly 
geared to employment policy, to promote part.;..time .work ; . 
.... the ~statistical annexes. 
2. THE PROBLEMS 
2.1. Definition 
From a statistical and legal point of view pari;-time work (or employment,) ~~ 
is not ·defined in· any· uniform way 1n the Member State:s ; in fact the 
concepts diverge considerably. These definitions have become even vaguer 
in the light of efforts to introduqe shorter and more flexible working 
hours. 
' . . 
In its Opinion on part-time working the Economic and Social Committee 
did' not use a definition -that can be generali:z;eQ.. It quoted several 
characteristics of part-time work that serve tq distinguish it fro¢ 
other foi-ms of work. In the· Cornmi ttee 's opinion, part~time work implies 
. a regular and voluntary job with fewer working hours ·than normal and a 
cor:respondingly lower rennmeration. This definition cor:re·sponds to that 
used by the Internation.al I.,abour Organisation.: The Economic and.: So·oial ' 
Committee explioitl~ exolude'd' the self-employed f':rom its definition. 
Unlike c'asual work, part-time employment is. geared to conui.ty and' 
unlike temporary work .it 'does not necessarily involve a fixed term. 
Whereas short-time workingis imposed for economic reasons, part~ 
. time work is taken on a voluntary basis• The contract .of employment 
is negotiated freely between employer and. employee. The latter opts 
in advance for shorter working hours. ~he word "voluntary" ~s used 
in this document. in this sense only. Social or economic cpndit_ions, 
and in particular the lack of at,tract1ve employment alternatives, 
can of course, s1rgnificantly restrict the individual worker's 
freedom of choice. 
' ' 
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In, labour and social law the concept of part-time work varies f~om one 
Memb'er State to the ne:xt.- Maximum and minimum hours ?-re frequently 1aid 
down. In- Frcm,ce, for example, part-time t-lork entails ·20-30 hours ; in 
Ireland at least 20 or 21 hours, in the. Netherlands generally less than 
25 hours. In addition, the Jninimum number of hO}lrS of WOrk constituting 
part~time employment can even vary within the same social security system 
dependin.g on the benefit, involved. 
The exi$tence of variety of defin:ltions is reflec'ted i~ national statistics •. 
It is difficult to draw comparisons \)etween them, and; like most statistics 
relating to ~orking time t.hey have not as yet been sufficiently deyeloped. 
In the "EEC .labour force. sample surveytt, which is frequently quoted, employees 
are categorized as full-time or part-time according. to the subjective asses-
sment of the persons interviewed (sometimes acco~ding to the contract of. 
·employment) without. any specification as to the number of J:Iours. 
The definitions used in the Ur1;i tad States for statistical surveys (e.g. current 
popu,lation survey)· differ· si~ificantly from those 11sed in the Community• 
Part-time employees in the United States B:re "all those who worked from , 
1 1-24 hours a week during the survey week"• This definition includes emp1oyees 
workl;ng a reduced number of hours in the period covered by the survey, e.g. on 
. account'of short-time wo;rking, breakdown of machinery, illness, leave, strikes, 
,. change of sh,ift or change of job. (1) 
2.2. The current situation 
In the light of these statistical and conceptual difficulties the following 
general conclusions can be_ drawn with· :regard. to th~ extension of part-time 
work in the Community : 
' I I 
a) In recent decades the· number of people working part-time has increased both 
in absolute a.nd relative terms as a 'proportion of total emplbyment in all, 
Member States. This overall.· upward trend is likely to continue·, in parti-
cular in oo'un:tries wh~re. the level ~ part-time work is currently high 
(Denmark; . the Federal Republic of Germany}.*In these 
countries part-time work experienced a rapid :increase in the sixties when 
, excess demand for labour created new reser\res of manpower. In the Uni_ted 
Kingdom, it seems that the peak has a). ready been passed, or at least.' 
that the upward tre~d has weakened. · 
(1) Using European criteria the US statisti.cs appear ·e:x:a.gge~at~d; instead of 
22 ·%,-the most recent figure,. only about 15 % of the working pop11;lation 
in_ the United States would be workin~ on a part-time bas;is. 
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In Germany, for example, only 7, % of all employed women were working 
·part-time in 1960; within 10 years this proportion had shot up to 20 %~. 
Hotvever, this trend has not been uniform. In some countrie.s pa.rt-time 
employment has trebled since the 1960s, whereas in others the trend has 
been more hesitant. In the'Community as a whole·over nine million people 
currently have a part-time main occupation and a further two million 
occasionally work Petrt-time. (See Table 1)· . 
b)The number of part-time employees as a proportion of the total working popu-
lation- also rose during the recent period .-of recession in most Member 
States. Italy is the most important· exception. The increase is accounted 
for principally ·by women. . As a largely marginal labour force, it would 
be expected t.hat people in· part-time employment would be the first to 
be made redundant in an economic downturn and perhaps the first to be 
re-emplyed in the upswing. There is in fact much evidence to show that 
this is the case in the manufacturing industry. However, as the bulk 
of part-time employment is to be found in the service industries, and 
services are much less affected by swings in the business cycles, ·there 
is a higher degree of stability ~:n part-time employment through successive 
cyclical downturns than for employment as a-whole. (1) 
c )Denmark and the United Kingdom have had the highest proportion of part-
.. time workers in the Community for some time (1977 :r 18.4 % and 16.9 % • 
respectively as against an EEC average of 9•4 %. The.incidence 
of part·; ... .-liime work is much lower in countries with a low participation 
rate for women, essentially agricultural and conservative structu.!'As . · 
or traditionally ·high proportion of Catholics. {2) Ital-y (2~.5%}' and Ireland 
(3. 7 %) have. the lowest percentages of part-time employees in the Community. 
(see Table 2). 
(1) OECD - the impact, of the 1974-1975 recession on the employment of 
women, Paris, 1976 
(2) 'Chapter 3 and 4 deal in more detail with the "re·gulatingu obstacles in . 
the social security system and in labour law. 
/ 
' 
(·.·· ..· f, -
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d)In most Member States part-time work has been the most important 
vehicle for integrating women into working life. The availabiii ty of 
part-time employment effectively made this. important so.cial development .. 
possible. Howevern it has never quite shaken-off this role : about 90 % 
of· all part-time employees in the C.ommuni ty are wqmen ( only 70 % in 
Italy, but 95% in Germany) •. Moreover, many married women work on a 
part--time basis. More detailed analyses show that at present women of 
C)ll ages and a high )proportion of older men enter part ..... time employment. 
·~See Tables 3 and 4 • . . · . 
e)Mainly an increasing number .of wage earners are working on a part-time 
basis. In agriculture the number of self.l.employed persons and family 
helpers working part-time is relatively high. In industry only a smal,l 
proportion of the labour force works part-time •. 'l'h:e. manufacturing 
in"dustries in which there is an high concentration of part-time employment 
generally belong to the declining sectors· of the economy·~ textiles, leather 
goods, clothing and footwear. Other concentrations of part~time empl9yment 
occur in the food, d,rink and tobacco and the electr.ioal engine.ering 
industries. There i.s a considerable amount of work for unqualified staff -:-
c;s .. sembl.y lin·~.· s, prepara·tion of foodstuffs - which is relatively low paid·. 
lSee T~le 5J. . · 
The highest proportion of part-time employment is to be. found i:n the tertiary 
sector (see T.t 6), especially in trade, education, the health services 
and entertainment, and it is in these areas that growth has been most 
rapid. There are indications that part-time work is much more widespread 
·in the .private sector than in the public sector. Part-time work fn large 
firms would appear to be less common than in small arid medium-sized firms. 
. . 
f)Part-time employees are particula:rly severely affected by unemployment in 
some Member States and the ratio of vacancies to job-seekers is parti-
cularly unfavourable in t_heir case. On the basis of labour force sample 
surveys conducted. in 1975 and 1977 i t·has _been esti~mated that between 
420.000 and 450.000 unemployed persons in the Community were looking only 
for part-time jobs (this .figure includes about 400.000 women). 
I 
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g)It is difficult to calculate the average number of hours worked by part--
time employees. According to the 1977 EEC labour force sample survey 
part-time employees worked an average of 22.6 hours ranging from 18.7 
in' the United Kingciom to 24.9 in Italy. . Average working time changed 
little during the.,period of· recession. There was little difference.,; 
between sectors, ·although the average number of }lours worked by part-
time employees .in the tertiary sector was a. little lower than in the 
industrial sector. In 1977,. 11 % of all part-time workers iri industry 
and26% of all part-:time employees in the.services sector worked fewer 
than 14 hours . ; 48 % of part-time workers in 'industry and the. services . 
sector worked between 15 and 24 hours. The remaining percentages worked 
2.5, hours or more per week. (See Table 7). · · 
These trends are due to a number 'of social and economic factors. They can 
only be enumerated briefly here and it is no·t possible to assess their 
relative importance. In the past the following ,factol:'S contributed to the 
increase in part~cime work : 
-bottlenecks on the labour market and efforts to recruit additional 
manpower 
..... a change in the role of women and their desire to 'enter gainful employment 
{family commitments and a career were no longer. mutually exclusive) ; 
:_ the desire to change working condi t.ions and the search .for more flexible 
work and organizational patterns for firms and eDJployees ; 
- the expansion of the tertiary sector and the increased demand for 
services in all areas ·of the econom7 ; 
- the development of new forms of production and services which made it 
possible to break this link between production hours in the firm and 
indiv~dual working time ; 
- the partial shift of priori ties from income to leisure activities and 
the desire for · "a la carte"· working hours. 
In its o'piniori of 1 June '1978, the Economic and So.cial Comm~ tt~e expresse~ 
itself very cautiously. To the extent that' it is possible to S1lJ1liilarize thi~ 
· . balanced atti tuP,e the 'Co~itt.e_e accepts part~time worki!lg as a fact of life 
and an. important _feature' of the· labour ma,rket.~ For this· reason pro~ection 
of part-time workers , should bE3. recognized a.s a funda.ment,al prin:ciple. 
However,· the Committee ~tresse.d that "that a, poli'cy of, encouraging ·part-
time emplo;Yment ·must not ,be seen as a substitute ,for a policy of expan--
d.ill.g: employment, Its ,primary· fun'ctj.on is to satisfy a demand for part .... · 
tim~ em_ plo¥ffi_en_ t. · As such· it \may se·rve to supplement the ger,teral employment 
pol~~y'' (1 ). \ · 
The growing importa.nce. of part--time .work has. prompte·d. varying react,ions fron 
. employers and trade. unions with sig!lificant differences- of emph~sis 
'betweex1 Members Stat.E3se. When_ part~time work r;rst· began -to expand employers 
took a ,relat;ively ·cautious at·titude. t.o this form_of_ WO!"kt/ Whereas _no'Wadays . 
employers' organizations are· incre~singli' r~.commending ~ider pr,ovision '· 
of,, part-time eri)plqyment. The ma~n.· disadvantages from' the firms'. point of~ 
view ?-re".~he·. follcYv~ing : · · 
i .· ·> ~.-.Not_all _jobs are suita91e foi part--time work·as certain requirements 
. with regard·to responsibility, communication arid oontinuitymilitate 
against it •--· ; · · 
-- the fixed costs per employee ap.d current payments tc) the social security · 
syst~rn~:r :a:re co.mparatively:higher (?) ; 
- Ji:m~l()ye~s~so.cial. obligations, which arfl based on fixed.thresholds 
ooncerriingnumbers _employed are 1iable to rise ; 
' ', . . ' . ' 
Dema.nda. as rflgard$ equipping the work plac!! are greater, .the ~ay i.ri 
which work is orga.ni~ed sometimef3 has to be changed and there· may 
be some under-utili .. zation of the capital invested• · 
Workers and th.eir representatives·: hav~ _rais~d'objections .ip pa;r:>ticular· 
ag~inst discrimination in the treatment of part~time workers .• ~everal 
trade unions in the Membe:: States tak~ a_ sceptical attitude ·to' the idea 
of extending voluntary part~time work. Their main. objections are as l · -
·follows : · 
. ' 
~1) Opinion·of the Economic. and4·Social Com~ittee .•• ~ of,l J~e l97~t P• _9~ 
_(2) . According to c'alctilati·ons made by the Commis'ssion', _the r:age· costs of a 
C- grade· official' workin.g half--time are on .ave;rage about. 60 %of. the wB;ge-
costs. of_ an official.working fulJ~tillle• Qn.'·the other_ hand, the autho;r,s. of 
a DUtch std.y (De ;jQns,,. Intven,- Vess~el\, "Beter ten halve gewerkt·•·•, Leyden 
1974) cortclude that in the . various · s~otors of indus~:ry the . overall cost 
per hour of a. par.t-time employee . (i!lOluding where appropriate I cos.ts' due 
to absenteism)dif.fer only margit1ally from the. cost of ·a full-time employee 
. ·doing similar--work~ -
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part-time work alone does not in most· cases guarantee the .economic 
independence of workers; 
- the protect.ion provided for part-time worker under labour~ and social law is 
comparatively inadequate ; 
part-time workers are rarely considered to be part of the permanent staff ; . 
they are frequently exploited as a means of over-coming labour mark~t 
bottlenecks ; 
- part-time employment is a vocational dead-end into which women, playing 
the double role of housewife .a.nd wage earner; are channelled ; they vegetate 
in auxiliary posts and their career prospects are limited ; 
..... the promotion of part-time work leads to higher efficiency instead of more 
jobs ; as a. result of adaptation of jobs full-~irrie posts are pared down to 
become part-time posts ; part-time employment is authorized underemployment · 
- part;...time employees are less strictly. organized ; this can lead to divisions 
within the work· force arid to the toleration of inadequate working condi tiona 
-increased part-time work blocks efforts to reduce worki:ng time :goint5on as 
part of collective bargaining. 
Women's organizations are for the most part critical or even ho'stile to part- ., 
time work. They tolerate part-time employment as a social rea.li ty, but demand 
far~eaching changes aimed at protecting part-time workers' legal rights. 
The opinion of the French "Comite duTravail Fetninin" (26 aeptembre 1979) is 
typical of their attitude : 
" The Committee :feels that the growth of. part-time work canne.t help to 
alleviate the effects of unemployment, act as an alternative to ape.licy 
for integrating women into life nor oompensate for the inadequacy of social 
services and facilities ••• The Committee feels that the development of this 
form of work is not a priority and that 'in any- event it should not be treated 
separately from th'e debate on working time ". 
(3) 
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At the same time broad sections of the population are now expressing 
their preference for a new approach to working hours. They would like 
to see less rigid working hours and believe that voluntary part-time 
work is one means of achieving this goal. Surveys conducted in various 
Member States (1) testify to the individual's desit·e for greater freedom 
as regards working hours. Th:is clearly' suggests that part-time employment 
is· not a problem in itself but only becomes one in certain circumstances. 
The objections listed above, and in particular their causes, must be 
overcome. if this latent desire for more part-time work is to be satisfied. 
Part-time employment has already- been used as an effective instrument 
of employment policy in periods of rapid growth. Peqple who were not 
previously in employment were encouraged to take jobs as a result of 
flexible or reduced working hours. These part•time employees met, at 
least part . of the excess demand for labour. Most of the research and 
the proposals date from this period. 
The current state of affairs is quite different. We are now experienced 
continuing high underemployment as a result of insufficient growth rates' 
and unusually powerful demographic pressures in the medium-term. · 
For severaL years unemployment in the ColllTlluni ty has remained stable at 
between 5 and 6 million. This situation is also characterized by a not 
inconsiderable number of concealed or unregistered unemployment. We have 
to, ask ourselves vlhether the promotion of voluntary part-time work in 
these circumstances consti t11tes a sensible instrument of employment 
policy.•The. opponents of such a policy do not dispute the social Justi-
fication for part-time work. The controvers centres on the extent to which 
increased part-time work can alleviate the rmemployment' crisis in the 
, near future. Even at best its role can be no more than modest. The crucial 
boost needed to improve the employment situation will not come from an 
increase· in part-time \tJork. The economy as a whole must receive the 
necessar·y stimulation. Part-time work is merely an ancillary measure. 
(1) See also D. Mertens : Neue Arbeitszeitpolitik und Arbeitsmarkt 
Mi ttei ltmger1 aus der Arbei tsmarkt- und Berufsforschung, n ° 3, 1979• 
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A policy of encouraging voluntary part-time work cannot be judged 
solely on employment policy criteria. It must reconcile several aims 
and sever~l partly conflicting approaches : . · 
1. Part-time work can serve as.an instrument of manpower policy.to reduce 
registered ,and hidden unemployment. 
• I • 
2. Part-time work can contribute to greater flexibility in working 
life. 
3. The po·si tion of part-time workePs can "Qe strengthened by: improving their 
working conditions and extending t.heir· social rights. 
4• Part-time work can Open up improved employment prospects for certain· 
groups and facilitate a redistributiort·of·roles between the sexes. 
Past experience and solutions have become worthless in the wake of the 
change in the gener~l economic climate • .Any analysts must start from 
scratch and focus on five key questions··: 
1) What is the likely pattern, of future demand for and growth C>.f part-
time working, including the likely effect on employment, unemployment 
. and productivity ? 
2) What are· the likely effects on other patterns of workin~ time and what 
are the undesirable side-:-effects ? 
3) What can and· should be done, to ensure that part,-time workers have 
the same basic social rights and·obligations as full-time workers ? 
4) What should be don.e to ensure that taxation and social systems do 
not falsely encourage or discourage part-time wo.rk ? 
5).~hould specific employment measures be taken :i,n order to help meet 
employers' and workers t demand for part-time wo'rk ? 
··~· 
I 
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3. POSSIBLE. TRENDS 
. 3.1. Potential_ demand and possible suPply. 
The f:uture trend of part-time work can be predicted to a certain 
e~ent. · It is generally accepted that the current favourable tren:d 
will continue. Various Member States are likely to introduce mea-
sures in an 'attempt to foster this s\ecu1ar ~rend. The favourable 
trend w~ll continue for the most part in the s.ame sectors as before. 
· It is likely that the number of part .... time jobs will continue to 
i:ncrease more rapidly 1 in. the private sector than in the P\lblic sec-, 
tor 'where n~w part-time jobs a:re likely to be createCl. in the scientific 
field in particular. 
It is difficult to predict what this will mean in terms of availability 
of jobs. The current situation only partly reflects actual demand. · 
. Available studies froni the Member States suggest ·that there is 
considerable untapped potential. Estimates should be based on the 
_ following factors : 
a) the likely participation rate : in most member countries, surveys · 
suggest that. female participation rates have been rising fairly 
rapidly even during the recession. Although survey, results tend to 
exaggerate these rates,, the evidence suggests that there is. a con~ 
tiiluirtg trend towards higher female participation~ Even in those .. 
-Member States where rates are low overall, the rate for the younger 
age groups have been growing rapidly, indicating perhaps a fundamental 
change in attitudes towards the employment of women. 
- A considerable part of· this net~~T demand .for work :will almost certainly 
be for part-time employment • 
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b) The number of registered unemployed seeking only part...;.time jobs • 
. There are no separate figures for unemployed persons in this 
category in most Member Ste,tes •. According to available .statistics 
the ratic> of vacancies to job-seekers whishing to work part-time· 
is particularly unfavourable. In Germany, for example, where over 
a third of all unemployed women apply exclusive~y for part-time work, 
the ratio of vacancies to the number of registered nnemployed is 
1:10, whereas the corresponding ratio for full-time workers is 1:3. 
c) The result~f. surve;ts. The wording of the question, the nature of 
the sample and the purpose. of the survey obviously have a, bearing 
on the quality of the results. A survey conducted by the Commission 
in 1978 revealed that about three- quartere; of all unemployed persons 
.or job~seekers were prepared to accept part-time employment (2). 
Several studies show that women, young people (students), older people 
and the handicapped in particular are interested in part-time 
employment (3). People take on part-time employment for a variety of 
reasons that reflect individual preferences as to level of earnings ' 
and hours of work.' These two considerations are likely to play a 
crucial role in the·future : 
- people alread3· in employment wish to reduce .their commitments 
outside the home so that they have mo.re time; for activities not 
connected with their jobs ; 
- on the other hand, people who have not been in gainful employment 
before wish.to improve theirfinancial situation or achieve a degree 
of personal~ fulfilment by taking a job. , 
(2) Ch6mage et reche~che d'un emploi ·- attitudes et opinions des 
publics europeens /:study n° V/780/79J. 
(3) See ILO Study D. Marie 
Geneva 1977, P• .48. 
"L 'am~nagemen t du temps de t ravai 1" , 
I 
' 
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Although a latent demand fo.r part-time jobs exists, it will not 
· become apparent as long as the individual has no real pro~pect of 
--realizing his desire to work on a part-time basis.· In other words, 
there are not enough part-time jobs available. 
d) The willinemess of firms to provide part-time jobs . 
In Germany, in particular, theoretical calculations have been made with 
a view to determining the otential number of full-time jobs that 
could be shared. A (non-representative study conducted by the 
Ministry of So.cial Affairs, Healtp and Sport in the Rhineland-Palatinate(l) 
showed that nearly two-thirds of all full~time jobs could easily be 
shared and that nearly 90 % cou.ld be shared after certain· adjustment 
problems had been overcome. However, a representative study among.firms 
conducted by the IFO and IA:B institutes produced substantially lower 
figures. Acoord.ing to these studies there were as many a.s about 380.000 
full-time jobs in the manufacturing industry and a further 20 000 in the· 
construction industry (1) .; that could be shared. Two questions remain 
unanswered : to what extent can the functional and temporal aspects of 
job sharing be reconciled ? and to what extent can the· implications of 
these forecasts be put into practice and financed ? 
However, additional part-time jobs would only constitute a true reserve 
of jobs if they were not created to the detriment of existing full-
time jobs. It would be more appropriate to ma..1<.e maximum use of available 
time margins rather than carry· out a policy of substitution that was 
undesirable in terms of employment poli.cy. One possibility would be to 
reduce overtime in favour of part-timework. Another would be to create 
shifts of part .... time workers With a vie'W to a 'better utilization of 
capital investments or increasing the number of hours the firm remains 
open. At present only marginal experiences are !mown. Two recent 
political moves should be interpreted from this point of view : the 
letters from the German Labour Minist.er to management and works councils 
of 100.000 firms urging them "• •• to create ne'W ·~ i.E. additional jobs", 
and the French Government's initiative (programme de Blois) setting a 
target for the creation of part-time jobs in the public 'and private 
sectors. ' 
The actual increase in . the number of part-time jobs available depends · 
on speoi.f'io oondi tiona whieh muat be fulfilled. both for the employee and 
the employers.- The most important criteria. from the employee's point of ,: 
of vie\;J. a:r:c : 
(1) Ninisterium fur Soziales, Gesundheit und Sport (Rheinland~Pfalz): 
Moglichkei ten der Teilzei tbesohaftigUng in der Wirtschaft.,Mainz 1978. 
(2) w. Friedrich ••• : "zu den Beschaftigtmgserwartungen, den Arbeits-
platzreserven und zum Potential an zusatzlichen Teilzeitarbeits-
platzen inder Verarbeitenden Industria und. imBauhauptgewerbe. 
In: Mitt. AB 2/1978, page 246/247. . · 
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-the structure of the local labour market ;· 
- the pattern of daily working hours and the relations:P,ip between: hours 
worked and time taken to get .to the place of work ; · ' 
. ~ the social infrastructure, and above ail guaran·teed .care facilities 
for children. -
Experience shows that :the economic advanta.g~s and dis.advantages of 
part-time work from the employer's point of view can only be determined. 
in each individual case• The main factors to be taken into consideration 
are : · 
... th~ extent t.o which jobs can be split into seperate operations ; 
this determines the maximum degree of flexibility obtainable in the 
allocation of tasks ; 
the organ~zation of the firm's operations, for exam:ple, the pattern of 
shift arrangements, with a view to aligning the level of employment 
on the firm's requirements (production peaks, utilization of capacity, 
production hours, etc.) · · 't.· 
-weighting possible increase ·in production (res11lting from reduced : . 
absenteeism and increased motivation and effort) again~t the possi-
bility of higher personnel, job :familiarization and incidental costs 
I 
.._ frictional losses, i.e. time lost when shifts are being changed or 
· started,.and possible internal tensions between full-time .a;nd part-
time staff• 
3.2. Economic implications 
It is difficult to assess the repercussions of. part-time work on business 
management since, generally speaking, the costs have not been calculated. 
The cost and productivity factors mentioned above are for the most part 
rough indica-tions and have not been compared systematically. The intro-
duction of part-time work, like various~ other ways of reorganizing working 
hours,. is only rarely _base(! on a deliberate business decisiori • 
. Any decision for or against part-time work is mere likely to depend on 
the way the firm is operated internally and/ or the re1ati ve pot-fer· within 
the firm of management and unions. "Most d~cisions tend to be no more , 
than reactions : measures are taken in response to external. conditions 
(relating· to the rriarket,unions, the situation on the regional labour 
rnarket, etc) rather than to exploit or even maximize staff policy_ in 
any systematic long-term way.'' (1). 
.(1) Fried.richfSchonberg - study carried out. on behalf of the Commission bn the 
repercussions of practical. experience in· the reorganization of working time 
·on the employm~nt situation (.Conolu•ions, page 4). . · ... 
t 
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In addition it is particularly 'difficult to q~antify the positive 
and negative repercussions on unit wage costs. Most studies plump 
for the comfortable answer that there are no clear cost advantages 
or disadvantages in part-time employment 
The following conclusion can be drawn from. the IAB;-IFO study referred 
to above : 
- part~time work is seen in a predominantly (although not completely) 
'negative light from the. point of view of actual costs' such as ad4,i-
tional personnel costs, the. cost of equipping the work place,an.d 
administrative cost. 
- it is seen in . a predominantly positive light from the point of 
view of the return.(output per hour. worked), flexibility in assigning 
staff to particular jobs, number of industrial accidents and 
absences, labour turnover rate. 
On the whole,· the results of the survey indicate that German firms. 
are favourably disposed towards part-time employment. Similar results 
were' produced bymicro~conomic studies in several European countries 
that were undertaken within the European Commis~i.on's Programme of 
research and actions on the development of the labour market. (1) 
(1) I.E.C.I.: Les effets-de certaines formes de la repartition du 
travail au niveau de l'entreprise (en France) Stud:J, No. 79/27, · 
Decembe:r: 1979, p. 123:ff. 
Institute of Manpower Studies:>Work-sharing potential, an examination 
of selected firms, Study No. 78/37, December 1979, p. 
R.s.o •. : Mut~enti nell 'organizzazione dell '·orario · di '~avoro -
produttivita. ed oocupazione, Study No. 79/29, May1980, II/4. 
) .. <§· 
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If, however, we think in terms of max1m1z1ng turnover rather than minimizing 
costs, it. is clear that the flexibility of.part--time employment is of very 
considerable value to firms, especially in the manufacturing industry and 
in the distributive trades. With no part-time employment firms would not 
be able to respond to peaks of demand or to demands beyond the scope of 
the normal working day. 
There are no models available at present. for calculating the macro,-economic 
repercussions of an accelerated expansion ofpart-time work. Such a policy 
is likely to stimulate growth in as mu.oh as it increases the number of 
employment opportunities. However, simply sharing available full-time jobs 
would, all things beirig equal, lead to financial losses for the social 
security systems and public budgets. But particular account must be taken 
of the side-effects of such action on employment policy. 
Additional part-time jobs are not only filled by people already registered as 
unernployed. They also attract new labour. to the labour market. In 'certain 
circumstances the presence of these· nev.r job-.seekers can make it even more 
_difficult to job seekers for whom employment cannot easily be found. 
However, in the fin<il analysis, the result is a reduction in the level of 
underemployment which, even if not at present registered is at an undesi-
rable high level. 
3.3. Repercussions on labour market and working time strategies 
As we have already pointed out, the social consequences and repercussions 
of an increase in part-time work on employment policy are not untform. 
From the social point of view, part-time work makes it possible to intro-
duce more' flexible working h,ours. The ~tandard 5-days or 40-hour week 
limited the 'job opportunities of certain categories of the population and 
lead to undesirable physical strain. Gertai;n categories· were even denied 
access to employment. Various forms of part-time work cru::t serve to reconcile 
individual preferences with requirements of the job. 
However, such increased flexibility entails the loss of .certain protect.i ve 
factors •. Individualizo,ed ,working hours nullify the guaranteqs contained 
. in. collective agreemehts. Progre_ss made in the socia,l sphere may be under-
mined, working oondi tions may suffer and statutory or collectively agreed 
obligations may not be observed. 
' 
j 
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The undesirable side-effects of increased part-time work should be stre:ssed, 
partioulat~ly in view of the current difficulties on the employment front. 
However, very little research has been done into these side-effects, 
except in /the United States where such studies were pioneered. It has been 
established that the expansion of part-time work has gone in hand with legal 
and illegal forms of double job-holding or "moonlighting". Workers who do · 
not.find employment. on the full ..... time job market seek to improve their 
st.andard .of living by accumulating employment relationships. By taking on· 
several jobs, individ11als meet the short-term and partial requirements of 
. several firms at once• It has also been noted that more and more full-time 
,employees are rebelling against unsocial and inconvenient. working hours• 
Jobs ·involving night-time, early morning or weekend work are frequently 
offered to part-time workers, who accept such jobs .either because there are 
no alternatives or because their financial situation obliges them to do so• 
. The quantitative importance of suoh marginal labour markets is difficult to 
ascertain because the boundaries between this form of work and illicit work, 
casual work, work done at home, and activities that do not entail insurance 
payments a.re.very fluid• Several American and British studies reveal that 
at least 5 % of' all 'people in gainful employment p,;re multiple job-holders, 
a figure which,has been relatively unaffected by cha.:nges in the .economic 
climate (1). The phenomenon is relatively common among high income groups. 
People belonging to this category sometimes take on a part~time job in 
addition to their main occupation. This also explains .why certain part~time J' employees are among ·the top wage-earners. 
The diversity of working conditions gives rise to additionalproblems. 
In the . case of reduced working hours the tolerance threshold may be higher, .. 
i.e. part-·time ·workers might stand in the way. of efforts to achieve improved 
working conditions. Where part-time and full-time employees are working in the 
same firm undesirable friction may arise and this may be detrimental to the 
smooth running of the firm. There is ~also a risk that full-time posts may be 
systematically devalued and eventually become part-time posts. Employers might 
therefore meet demands for a general reduction in working time .by employing 
only part~time workers. Firms could,, for example, take advantage. of demand for 
a reduction in working hours to reduce shifts from 8 to 6 hours while at the 
same time convert jobs' by giving workers notice.· There have recently.been 
examples of such artificial conversion of jobs carried out to the detriment 
of working women in particular. 
(1) ·see Jeremy Alden, "The extent and nature of double ,job-holding in 
Great Britain", Industrial_ relations, autumn 1977• 
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There are likely to be other interferences with policy·on working.time. 
:Measures taken .with' a view to further limi ti'ng overtime. could accelet-ate 
the grovJth of part-time work. Case studies (1) show that forced reductions 
in overtime lead to increased recrui t~ent o:f temporary and part~time staff. 
On the other hand, by the creation of addition~l part-time f3hifts some 
entreprises could cope b'etterwith demand peaks. In these entreprises . 
overtime i~ seldom worked. Shifts of .p~rt.""'time workers are less costly 
substitute for overtime. 
These side-effects should be 'borne i.n mind i.n any attempt. to adapt working 
. time. The problem of part-time work will have to be· considere~ afresh in 
. the context of any future reduct.ion. in the working week since the number 
of hours worked by part-time and full-time employees is tending to c6nverge •. 
As a. result, social and legal distinction have to a certain extent· become 
arbitrary. 
' ' 
4• SOCIAL ·RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PAET-TIME WORKERS 
Not unnaturally in view of the historical and economic background, part~time 
workers are frequently treated differently from full-time workers. This applies 
. as .regards both social rights and obligations. As already point~d out by • ..~, .. ··.· . 
the Economic ~.d Social Committee in its abovementioned Opinion; discrimi~ _ · "\. 
nation against part-time workers· takes many forms and is not always -easy 
to identify. The discriminatory arrangements are for the most pa:rt.not laid 
down explicitely. They tend rather to be the consequE;:lnoe of failure to make 
. allowance for part-time workers in statutory provisions or collective 
agreements. 
In its Opinion (Pages 10 and 11), the Economic ca.n.d Social Committee stressed· 
that :"peopl,e working in this capacity (e.i. part-time), for whatever reasons,. 
must no longer be an underprivileged cl~ss forced to 'put up' with substandard 
conditions of employment. This means that part-timers must be tr.e~ted equally 
and in principle have proportionately the. same rights as full-time workers 
in·regards to such things as social security, working'corid.itionE!, recruitment, 
pay, holidays, etc.". Commission staff are currently working on a comprehensive 
revi.ew of the social rights, cond.i tions of employment and obligations of 
part-time workers .in the Member States (2). As this review is ,not yet 
comp~et', however~ we shall confine ourselves here 'to highligP,ting a few 
problem areas. · · 
(1) SeeFriedberg/Schol1berg,~tudy carried out on behalf of the Commission 
on the effects on employment· of measures to redi,stribute jobs, August 1979• 
(2) Recent national studies are already ayailable for Belgium, the Federal 
Republic of Germany and France. 
' 
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One•universal problem is the more or less conscious stigmatization of 
part-time work. It. is looked down ori as a marginal form of employment, 
fit only for people who either have little commitment to work or suffer 
from persotJ.al handicaps. The part.;..timer· is categorized as a mere stop-
gap, thus prejudicing from the outset his ste.nd.ing on the labour market. · 
Consequently when reorganization takes place within firms, part-timers 
are frequently shifted to inferior jobs. On top of this, their working 
coridi tions/ career prospects are frequently poor by comparison with . 
full-time workers. Lower levels of investmen·t in· initial and advanced 
training further accentuate the . inferior position of part-timers, which 
by no means always reflects their own wishes. With certain honourable 
exceptions, the occupational status of part-t itne workers is in gene:ral 
need_ of impl~ovement. Failip.g this, the majority will remain trapped_ in an 
unenviable position/:_ poorly trained/ educated, passed over for promotion 
and trapped in ~ad end jobs~ - · 
'.4.2. Oontraots of Employment 
With the e;x:oe·ption of a few regu.lations in France which are. of limited 
imp~rt~ce, ~ther~ are ~o·.~olear ~t~~utory provis_!p~s ~ea.ling_ with 
contracts of employment :for part-time workers .• Elsewhere the picture 
is one of a bewildering ta.."lgle ot· contrac·tual arrangements. In-the 
nature of things, provisiont? regarding standard working. times <to not_ 
apply tQ part-timers; this in turn means that they are una,ble to benefit 
from the linked statutory or collectively agreed guarantees. A part-
timer is conseqo.e:ntly liable to encounter problems if his wo:r-king hours 
are ·not specified clea.rly in the contract of employment : this leaves the 
arrang13ments regarding overtime, rest periods and bonuses in ail ill-
defined grey area. Taking overtime bon use~ as an example; except under a 
smaller nubrner of a.greementes these are only granted for time worked i_n 
excess of .eight hours a day nr forty hours a week. In the absence of 
specific provisi·ons in the contract of employment, this places the 
part-timer at a disadvantage vis-a-vis his full-time ceilleagues. 
A~ more serious problem, however, is the "one-liay-ticket" aspect of 
. part-time work. The decision to work part-t~me is generally voluntary, .· 
but. it is then in rrtost cases difficult if not impossible to retu'rn to 
full-time \'mrk. Bar.riers may exist from the outset in the provisions of 
the initial contract of employment and obstacles can also arise as a 
result of changes in occupational st.atus (down grading) 9.nd administrative 
constraints. Additionally, several part-:time workers employed on fixed.,..term 
contracts r'ind their jobs slowly but severely phased out. 
Consideration therefore needs to be given to ways of ensuring that part-
timers can return to full-time work. Action along these lines is both 
demanded by the EI'UC and recognized as desirable by employers. The. Belgian 
employers' federation, for instance, has suggested that : "••• Qualifica;;i..' 
tiona being equal, part-time workers who wish to work full-time should 
be accorded priority for vacancies in the same establishment. Such a 
system is currently in operation in the majo~ firms in the distributive 
trades" (i). · . 
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4.3. Remuneration 
Statistical oompari.sons between full:-time and part-time workers are 
hindered by the shortage of information. There is admittedly no doubt that 
part-timers are concentrated in· sectors with relative~y low wage 1~vels 
and in low-paid occupations. This structural feature .1s reflected 1n the 
level and distribution of income among part-time workers. It gives no 
indication as to anomalies in the legal situation, however; 
Surveys and st".ldies carried out by the .Community and the If,A) point to the 
e?dst~oe. of peculiari~ies which cannot be accounted for by imbala.n es in the 
d.i.str1but1on of part-t1me workers. Statutory and collectively agreect 
provisions on remuneration (minimum wages, .equal pay, etc.) generally 
assume that part-time workers will be paid pro-rata according to the 
number ·of hours worked. Sometimes, howe:ver, entitlements are conditional 
on the employee having worked a specified minimum number of hours. or ,certain 
bonus elements are not taken into account for the purposes of calculating 
part-timers' wages. The real income of part-time workers will be >reduced 
in comparative terms if overtime, service and profit-sharing bonuses . are 
not paid. This is discriminatory in the. sense that part-1;ime workers will 
be putting in' the same effort as .their full-time conterparts (though for 
a shorter time) but for less reward pro-rata. The situation is worse in 
this respect for women than for men. According to investigation~ in the 
United Kingdom, women working full-time earned 11.0 % more pro rata than 
~hose working part-time in 1972 and the gap was still 10.4 % in 1978 (2). 
Aside from, this, part-timers may labour under a number of disadvantages -
e.i. proportional reimbursement only' of travel costs though the expenses 
incurred are equal to those of a full-timer ; no payment for public 
ho.lidays ; no continued payment of wages in the event of illness ; no 
compensation for short-time working. 
4•4• Retirement 
Problems arise as regards both statutory and company schemes retirement., 
In the case of company schemes, the part-timer may not b.e covered at all 
or the relationship between present contributions ,and future benefits may 
differ between full-time and part-time workers (3). 
(1) cr. Bull. F.E.B. N° 2 of 10 January 1978, P• 40 
(2 )· Cf. Part-time working in. Great Britain, Department of Employment Gazette, 
July 1979 
(3) THe reverse problem can occur in the case of company sickness funds, where-
part-timers sometimes·pay reduced contributions but receive benefits at the· 
full rate. 
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The whole question of part-time work in relati'on to statutor'y retirement 
. schemes is highly complex and will therefore be considered again in greater 
detail in Sectton 5• Some schemes permit pensioners to· earn a limited amount 
without affecting the si.ze of their pension. This tends to increase the. 
number of people interested in jobs which are either poorly paid or only 
offer a. few hours a week. On the other hand, wages are frequently not liable 
to· deduction of pension contributions below ~ certain threshold (minimum 
earnings or number of hours worked) , w:itb the·. result .that part-timers may 
not be entitled to a retirement. pension even though they have worked for 
many ·years. 
Finally, older workers may be ·unable to avoept part~time employment 
because their pension :will' be calculated on ·the basis .of final earnings 
(asin the case of. some company schemes. in the UI{) and the. effect of 
· working part-time during the years immediately preceding retirement would 
consequently be to reduce the pension disproportionately. This is an 
obstacle to the introduction of systems such as gradual retirement. 
4•5.• Unemploment 
~cisions :regarding redvndancies are taken in the light not only of. seniority 
but also of social consi<:lerations. Aside from other factors, the frequently 
lower status of part-timers is in itself enough to place them at particular 
risk. 
It is impossible to establish exactly how many unemployed people there are 
seeking part~time work. Workers holding several part-time jobs concurrently 
who then lose one of these jobs represent a particular problem in this 
respect. In several Metnber States, the only people to be officially · 
registered as unemplo;yed .(and hence to appear in the unemployment statistics) 
are those .. vlho previously 'worked a specified minilmlm of hours per week 
(Germany 20 hours, Netherlands 30 hours, etc.). Occasional work and work 
for short periods thus q.oes not count as' "employment" and unemployed workers 
are supposed in theory only to .be seeking full~time jobse' This has two direct· 
consequences : 
- the wage costs, for part.;..timers' working less than the threshold number of 
hours are relatively low, but these workers are not entitled t.o, unemployment· 
benefit if'they l~se their jobs ; 
- unemployed workers who take jobs below the threshold number of hours. do not 
lose their entitlement to U.nemployment benefit. They thus receive two 
incomeS,, generally only offset in part against each other. 
In some Member States (most notably Germany, but al'so France) unemployment 
benefit is calculated on the basis of final earnings. This acts as a disin-· · 
centive to accepting part"!"'time work where there is a danger of unemployment 
becau.se this would reduce the potential level of benefit. 
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. 4.6. Participation in decision-making 
The first point to be stressed here is the way part-timers are excluded-~ 
in practice from the decision-making pr-ocess. Worker representatives are 
hardly ever either part-time workers themselves or $pecially concerned to 
defend the interests of this, group. Part-timers are almost always· repre-.; 
sen ted in negotiations by full-time workers,. a. pattern which extends to 
the negotiation of col leoti ve agreements (1). The right to vote/s·tand for 
electi'on an.d other rights in connection with representation in the· firm are 
often tied (e.g •. 1n the laws on worker participation in the Federal Republic) 
to "thresholds" in terms of size of workforce. These can act as a brake on 
the growth of part-time employment. 
4•7• Possible ways of improving the situation 
The above represent no more than a ~ample ofthe differences in treatment 
between full and part-time workers. They ,s:hould, hot-1ever, suffice to shot...r 
that these differences are the real cause for misgivings about part-time 
wo.;rk. Such misgivings can thus be overcorne by ensuring that part-timers in 
principle enjoy the same rights and 'are subject to the same obligations as 
full-time t..rorkers - in proport~on, of course, to the time worked.· It i$ 
particularly important tha-t. the principle of proportional entitlement f.· 
should apply to all elements of remuneration. This principle should not, 
on the other ha.nd, be applied either to protective provisions (regarding· 
ternr~na:tion o.f employment, safety, etc.} or to certain aspect~J of terms/ 
conditions of employment (holidays entitlements and the like). . 
Irrespective both of its particular aims and of the current employmen"~ 
situation, any policy aimed at promoting voluntary. part-time work is bound 
to come up against these differences in treatment. Should it fail to ·overcome , 
the p:r•oblems they raise, the effect of such a policy would simply be to 
accentuate the fragmentation of the labour· market and further distort 
conditions of employment at the expense of certain groups._ In concrete terms, 
this means that steps would need to be taken to abolish , pr9visions 
likely to act as an obstacle to equal treatment ; fill the existing. gaps in 
l.egislation a11d, more :particularly, collec~~ive agreements ; make greater 
allo1--va.nce for par·t-time work. in the law on collective agreementso 
There are several possible ways of tackling·this task: 
~ br int:roducing stci.ndf1rd te:r·ms and conditions of employment, for part-time 
workers. The latter would thus become a specially protected group - like 
trainees and severely handicapped workers. The i.ntroduction of such / 
standard terms and conditions, which would act in effect as a protective . 
umbrella, does not, however, commend itself as a solution. 
(1:) Cf • Lucas Report. on part-time work presented to the Fren9h Minister of 
Labour in May 1979 {Pages 56-57)'·· which states th~t Of11Y. one part- ti 
time worker was found to be occupying such a position. 
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The effect of this would simply b.e to substitute deliberate preferential 
'treatment for the previous relatively under-privileged situation of part-
timers. This in turn wo·uld almost probably accentuate labour market ·problems 
and tensions within 'firms, thereby ensuring that part-time work would merely 
retain its marginal character under another guise • · ' 
- by introducing minimum acceptable terms and conditions for part-time workers 
to be applied. throughout the Coinmunity. This would help to speed progress, 
both "de jure'_' and "de facto", towards equal treai;ment for full-time and 
part-time workers in. proportion to time worked. Efforts cpuld be confined 
to laying down. certain pr;i.noiples, leaving detailed·.arrangements for their 
implementation to be worked out at. national, sectoral or company level. 
· The following would be the main points on which statutory rules would need to 
be modified : · 
• the minimum threshold (in terms of hours worked' or minimum earnittgs) above 
;which s~oial security contributions are payable"; 
• equa.l treat!!lent (pro rat'a, as appropriate), in particular. entitlement 
to minimtgn wages; equal opportUnities for promotion, protection from 
dismissal,. fringe benefits); · . . . 
t . the stipulation of working hours in the individual co;ntract ; .· · 
• the ·right to transfer to full-time work if work organization allows 
• the right for part-time:t-s to participate in decision-making through the 
works council. 
Any provision which might tend to make part-time work more attractive, from 
the strictly legal viewpoint, for women than' for' men, should be either 
avoided or abolished. Instead, the aim should be. to adapt provisions more 
··-closely to .the needs o! particular .groups . (e.g. young people or older · 
workers) seeking part-time work, irrespective o.f sex. 
Two point-s should, howevier, be borne in mind : 
. Success in achieving this goal of equal treatment in legal terms wc;:>uld not 
in prc;tctice be sufficient to eliminate alL forms of discrimination. No amount 
of legislative changes will·prevent part-timers from losing out as ·reg~rds 
promotion and job content when they are in competition with full-time 
workers. Moreover, such changes would not directly stimulate the creation 
of jobs. Their impact in this respect would be of more long-term character. 
The immediate effect· might indeed., be almost the ~reverse .:... to destabilize the 
;\employment situation to a.n· extent by stimulating the substitution of. jobs 
on fixed-term contracts for permanent part-time jobs. The legal requirement 
to treat ,part-timers and fuli-timers equally in proportion to time worked 
might a~so encourage firms to carry out radical restructuring and become 
increasingly capital intensive. Admittedly, the need to remain competitive 
t should be sufficient incentive for them to be moving in· these directions 
anywayo 
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5• CH.ANGEn'S TI-T SOCIAL SECURI'I'Y ~1\JD ~PAX LIDJISLP .. TION 
The changes in social security and tax legislation to be looked at here 
tie in closely with the points discussed above. A separate section. is, 
h01'1l'ever, necessa,ry i:n order to p:resent them ~n their proper context. 
Furthermore, the emphasis in the previous section .was on the' disadvantages of' 
part-time work for the employee, whereas this section will be primarily 
concerned with the implications of part-time work (a.Yld its extension) · 
for the employer. 
As indicated earlier, the social security schemes currently in force in 
the ·!Ylember Stat'es a.re no~ altogether "neutral" vis-a-vis part-time work. 
Some of the associated obstacles to the extension of part-time work have 
already been me;n:tioned. The Economic and Social Committe did not tackle 
this complex question, stating instead. that it would .ha.ve to be looked at 
later by the Commission • There are three main problem areas : 
social security contributions : the procedure for levying contributions is 
generally.the same or very similar in the Member States for all the major 
sectors of ~ocial security (pensions, sickness, unemployment) 
- the relationship between contributions .and benefits ; 
- the minimum working time or minimilm wage required for membership of social 
security- schemes (1). 
All three of these points are of substantial impo;rtance when t~e individual 
lvorker is deciding whether or not to take up pa;rt-time employment., 
From the employer's point of view, the contribution system 8J1d the minimum· 
working time -required for membership are the main factors likely to condition 
the number of part-time jobs he can offer. 
Which of the problems inherent in existing social security arrangements· 
should be tackled in. the course of effort~ to promote part-time employment 
will thus depend on the precise aims of the policy adopted. If, the priority 
is t.o eliminate discrimination against part· .... timers, then efforts should be 
focused on the second and· third of the problem areas mentioned above. 
( 1) The second and third of these areas are dealt with in depth in the 
above mentioned review of the current situation. 
•• ' 
Wi 
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If, on th~ other hand, the cre~tion of additional part-time jobs is the 
priority, then attention should be centred on modifying the contribution 
sy·stem. 
5.1. Changes benefitting part.-time workere:; 
/ . 
(4) 
In some, cases 7 membership of social security schemes is conditional on 
. working a specified minimum number of hours (E.g. 2 hours per day for the 
majority of workers in.·Belgium). Even where. there is no such condition 
or the oondi tion is met, part-time workers will not necessarily receive equivalent 
(p;r~portional}benefi ts, even 'though they pay the same contributions as full-· . 
time ·workers. So~e workers who would like to take part-time jobs may. 
therefore hesi·ta.te to do so if they find that . the burdens imposed on them 
would not give rise to corresponding rights. It is likely, for instance, 
-that a vJorker .will refuse to take a part-time job on a long-term basis if 
it is not going to provide him with an adequate pension. · · 
The situation is not;the· same either in all countries or in all sectors. 
In certain instances, either all or some benefits (e.g. health care,· 
pensions and family allowances) are not restricte?- to people who have been 
gainfully ~mployede Where this is the case, the problem described above does 
not apply. Even in this type of syst(3m, however, there may be supplementary 
benefits· for persons who have been gainfully employed over and above those 
available to all citizens o:r· all residents. This raises once again t:Q.e 
problem of equivalence between benefits and contributions. 
If the intention is to eliminate this type of problem, then existing 
·legislation should be amended so_ as to ensure that part~time workers are 
entitled to social security benefits. The oondi tions governing eligibility 
for benefits will, for example, have to be revised .in such a'\va~ as to 
allow for the various possible patterns of.part-time.work (so manyhours 
per day, days per week, etc.). . . · . ·- · ·. 
5•2• lJha.nges in the. contribution. system 
There are two basic.types of systems 
a). earnings-related co~t~ibutions ; . 
b) flat-rate contributions .• 
As regards : 
a) In the majority. of Member States, social .seo~ri ty contributi-ons are 
calcula~ted as a percentage of the employee's gross remu.nerat~on• The 
· cost is generally born~ joil1t1y, in varying proportions, by employer 
and employ~e. As a rule7 however, the ramuneration as a basis for the 
ca~culation of. contributions is subject to upper and lower limits : 
...; below a specified minimum earning level there is no liability to 
contribute ; 
...;.. earnings beyond a certain amount are disregarded for the purposes 
of calculating contributions ( contri'9ut~on assessment ceiling) •. 
These rules· apply equally to all employed persons,. both full- .and 
part-time. Their effects can, ho-wever, be discriminatory : 
·the existence of a minimum/threshold can encourage the employment of 
part~time .workers at wages below this level. Both employer and employee 
can thus save a substantial amount in oontributi\>ns• These short-term.· 
savings are, however, only achieved at the cost of serious disad-tlan.tages 
in social policy terms, s;i.nce the workers· concerned acquire n.o entitle-> 
ment to s.oci.al se'curi ty benefits and are forced to rely either on 
rights acquired by other members of.their family.or on other f'orms.of 
state support. It is for this reason that the Federal Republic and the 
Q'ni ted Kingdom have just recently placed further restr:l:otions on thes€ 
·"minor'' forms of gainful -~mployment which fall outside the scope of 
s9cial security• 
It is · diffioul t to e.stablish how many workers fa,ll into this category. 
Aooordingto recent ·estimates, there are betwe'en 500 000 and 800\; 000 
female part-tim~ workers not liable ·for payment of social security 
cbntributions in the Feder~l Republic. Thi's represents 'between 5 and 10 % · 
of q;ll women in paid employment in the Federal Republic (l)e'' 
(1) Cfe ForschU.Ugsgruppe _Arbeit und Gesundheit : Barriers to flexibility 
in working time, study carried out on behalf of the EEC Commission, £'N° 77/39J, page 36 •. 
... 
1 
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·The existence of· a contribution as.ses·sment ·ceiling ·aots as a 
deterrent to the conversion of rull-tirrte jobs irito part-time jobs. 
The higher the ceiling, however', the less 'impact it has in this respect. 
In. the United Kingdom, for example, it is of hardly any importance. 
Tbe ceiling is· the same f()r· all workers• Thus, the. contributions . to be 
· paid by the employer will in some cases be more when a job is shared 
between two part-timers than wqu).d have been due for a single full-time. 
" worker. This will happen when the ceiling is lower than the rermmeration 
of a full-time worker. · 
In France and. Belgium, this obstacle has been ,overcome by Ina,kj_ng it 
standard practic.e to a;tlow employers to combine for contribution pt1r-
poses the wages of part-time workers sharing a single full-time job. 
Ov~r-payments resulting from the employment of two part-timers can be. 
:claimedback. In Belgium, how~ver, this arrangement onlyapplies in the 
. case of workers earning less than ~alf) the average wage. · 
. As regards· : 
b) Where contributions are flat-rate (as in Irelan,d prior to Apr:iJ 1979), 
the employer will have to pay the same amount for a part ... time worker 
as for a full-timer :the former will therefore_be·relatively more 
expensive and, should a single full-timer be replaced by two part-timers, 
the amount due 'will be doubled. It is therefore not in the employer's . 
interest1 to recruit workers on a part~time basts. 
There are various possible ways of overcoming these problems 
- by substituting earnings-related cQrrtributions for flat-rate contributions 
- by abolishing contribution assessment· ceilings ·or raising .them to a level 
\'There .they Will 110 longer constitute a problem j 
- alternatively' a .. special ceiling could be set for part-time employment or 
arrangements could be ma.d.e to refund the additional .contributions paid 
·by employers as .. a result of substituting part~time workers for full-timers • 
. A special s-tudy needs tO. be made of the problems involved in integra,.ting 
· 1-vorkers v,rho comb.ir1e sev~!ral pF.trt-time; jobs into .social security schemes. 
Horkers performing jobs which, individually, do not. reach the minimum 
threshold· for liability to pay contributions generally remain exempt 
(and.: hence not eligible for social security benefits) even where they 
combine several jobs. The reve:rse problem ;_ overlapping - can occur where~ 
·it is possible for a ·worker to draw soci,al security benefits at· the same 
time as he is earn~ng (several) income (s) frorr! par't-time employment. 
In this situation, there is a clear danger of social securi'ty provisions 
being. abusedo · · · 
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5.3. Changes in tax· law 
. . 
. As in the case of social security, th~ tax posit ion for part-time 
workers varies from country to coul1try and it is consequently 
difficult to generalize. In addition, the picture differs accor-
ding to whether the viewpoint adopted is that of the worker, 
the employer or the public authorities. Themain factors of rele-
vance are : 
- the exemption of "minor" employment from income tax ; 
- the tax..;..free basic allowMce ; 
- t~e pattern of the tax rate-progression. 
Whilst a policy of con:verting full-time jobs into part-time jobs will 
generally speaking reduce the amount of tax paid, tax. revenue can be 
. in: creased by- the creation of ad..di tional part..!time jobs •. Deeper studies are 
necessary in relatio:r:t to the problem of _double taxation 
of married couples who are in part-time employment, 
especially if new forms of part-time work are to be 
developed. · 
6. ADVANTAG:Bl) AND DISADV.ANTAGE3 OF SELECTIVE MEASURES TO ENCOURAGE 
P ART~TIME -:EMPLOYMENT 
6.:}.. Guiding principles 
A policy of stimulating part-time empl'oyment first has to decide 
whethe.r social, legal and financial change,s are enough to c:reat e 
a beneficial climate for part-time work or whether the expansion 
of part-time job opportunities needs to be helped along by 
selective measure.s. If so., such specific measures can clearly play 
only a secondary role and must not interfere with other, broadly-
acting economic ·and manpower policies. Any strategy to expand p&rt-
timework should increase overall employment and should not be pro ... 
rooted at the expense of full-time ernployment opportunities. 
Past experience and research carried out to date allow us ;to .deduce 
certain principles on which to base such selective measures.· 
·~ '~ 
·--· 
\ 
' 
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The most important guiding principles are as follows :. (1) 
·, - New .Part-time. jobs should be developed on non--discriminatory terms 
and across a broad oCC1J.pational spectrum. In the past, women have only 
succeeded in establishing themselve.s in a relatively small n:tlinber of 
occupations. The current common forms of part-time work restrict. this 
choice even further. New types of occupation should therefore b~ 
·opened up. At the same time care should be. taken to ensure that liomen 's 
employment is not restricted to the part-time patte.rn or converted into 
this. New forms of part;...;time work must therefore as far as possible also 
take in the more highly-qualified and. responsible positions. 
I I 
- Part-time work must break out of the conventional ~pattern of half-d.a,y 
working, mostlyin the morning (2)• There is an ablJrlda.rice of,possible 
variants as regards both the fu'I"J.ctional aspects and the time schedules 
involved in. part-time work, and~ variations in the length of the. work 
periods, thei:r position in relai;ion to the· full wo:rking d.ay and the 
mariner of organization •. Relatively shorter working time per day, week, 
month or year - or, combinations of these ~ can be envisaged~ 
By develop$ng new work schedules it is possible to cater for certain 
worker~' outside conunitments. Part-time work can thereby be opened up 
to. new sections· of the population and cease to be attractive only to 
married women. The criterion for engaging v.rorkers part-time should be 
that for personal reasons the worker is unable or unwilling to work 
full tJ.me. All the evidence points to. the fact that part-time work, 
under the most diverse arrangements, is attractive to parents with/young 
children, and couples generally where both husband and wife are working 
and also to y-oung people undergoing training, older. people, the disabled 
or ha.ndi'capped, convalescents, and people doing work that is particularly 
heavy or involves great strain. 
6.2. Init.iatives in the public service sector 
The public service could help to pioneer· this development. At the present 
time, although part-time work is m~inly offered in the service sector, the 
public service .still has a lot of ground to make up. For example,· in 197'6 
1 2% of public s~rvice employees in Britain ( expluding the Armed Forces) 
were working part.-time, whereas in the economy as a. vthole the proportion 
vn~s over 19 %. The main reason for· this belo\v-average rate is the restricted 
access to part-time work for public service employees in most 111ember States •. 
(1) Cf. Resolution of the Council 18 December 1979• 
(2) A French survey_ found that only 55 % of non-working women, 42 % of working 
women and 41 % of elderly workers interested in part-time job.s wanted to 
work half days (Liaison ~ociale N° 70/78, 19 July 1978). · . 
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The·se restrictions in the public service consist in the fact that a 
publj.o servant can be permitted to work on a part-time basis· only 
for social or family reasons and provided it is compatible with the 
efficient operation, of the department. Moreover, a public servant 
·receiving such. authorization is obliged to work half the hours 
normally required. 
On top of the three restrictions already mentioned - a valid social 
reason, in the interest of the service, and half-time basis - permission 
is often granted only for a limited period and forthe less skilled jobs. 
This virtual discouragement . of part-time employment is. compounded by the 
·fact that part-timers may block full-time posts (1). · . 
In several Member States there have therefore been moves to extend 
part-time employme:nt in the public sector, some of them taking the 
form of working parties (France, the Netherlands), others that of 
legislative propo·sals (Germanay, Italy). Particular mention should be 
made of the German Government proposals dating from 1978 under which 
part-time employment for Federal civil servants .w.ould be e'xtended; b'ut 
with a prohibition on holding a second job as well. Additional oppqr-
tuni ties would be provided, .particularly in the 'educational, judicial 
and public.administration sectors. However, the~e is a legal controversy 
as to whether a civil servant is obliged to place all' his working capa-
city at the service of the State. 
Public services which introduce new par-t-tinte jobs will prove the feasi~ 
. bility ·of the concept over a wide· range of occupations and demonstrate 
the possible scope to private entreprises thus encouraging them to .. 
follovJ'e Experience of part-time working in the more highly-skilled, jobs 
and its introduction in further occupations and for further social groups 
can be tested in this way. , ' 
The long-term finanoia.l implications of any expansion of employment· in the 
public service limit the scope for public sector pilot ·schemes. 
Simultaneous experimeni;s in the private sector are therefore essential. 
They can be· negotiated by the tvlo sides of industry as part of general 
condi t~.ons of employment and where cotiducted as pilot schemes could · 
possibly be State supported (2). · · 
. . (1) These·restrictions incidentally also.apply to the EEC Commission 
staff. 
(2) For example, the European Social Fund is currently supporting a pilot 
study of the ext,ension of part-time. employment in the Fe.deral Republic 
of Germ8.1"'i,y. 
··~ 
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We will now outline and assess some of the possible. schemes. 
·6.3. ·Gradual retirement 
Gradual retirement means a phased, planned t.ransition .from working 
life to complete retirement involving part-time working;. 'At a certain 
age the worker ceases to work on a full-time basis a.nd opts instead 
fo.:r a part-time job, .in which working time is reduced further .as he. 
or she gets older. Working hours can be reduced on a daily, weekly, 
monthly or even annual basis. A similar gradual trc;n.si tion to retirement 
ua.n be a,chieved by large, phased increases in holiday entitlement. 
A country-wide system of this type already exists in Sweden, where workers 
aged between '60 a.nd 65 who satisfy certain conditions are eligible for 
a so-called partial pension. To qualify, they must 
~ accept an average reduction in their working week of at least fi ye hours 
- after the reduction in hours normally be employed p~-time for between 
17 and .35 hours. 
The partial pension amounts as a rule to 65 % of the reduction ih earnings 
occasioned by the changeover to part-time work. It is financierl by a 
social security levy on employers. Roughly 1% of employees are in receipt 
of such pensions. Similar schemes have also been introduced~ in some 
member co1mtries of the EEC (e.g• Germany· ~d Denmark) under collective 
agreements or individual company arrangements. 
The advantages and disadvantages of such a system naturally depend, on 
the· precise arrangements concluded. The following general statements · 
can be made : · 
Advantaaes : Gerontological research has criticized abrupt retirement . 
as involving certain dangers (shock-like reactions). Gradual retirement 
allo-vm for .the possible decline in working capacity and enables the worker 
to grow accustomed to extra leisure. The effects on he.alth and ·hence on time 
absent from work are positive. The loss of earnings does not involve 
hardship ; social· relations largely remain intact. There is no drop in 
social status as occurs for example with early retirement. 
Disadvantages : gradual retirement brings with it the disadvantages 
attaching to part-time employment generally (some increase in costs, 
reorganization, drop in income, loss of skills, compulsion instead of free 
choice). In add.i tion, there may be a deterioration in working conditions· · 
consequent upon a switch to , 9- different job within the firm, leading to 
, a progressive decline in status. .An increase in the work rate during 
the remaining time at work is also possible. Moreover , the ~conomy as 
a \vhole loses some of its reserve of skills and expertise. 
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As v.ri th any form of reduction in hours, the reactions . of employers, 
are decisive as regards the effect on employment. Judging by experience, 
so far, the number of younger workers taken on full-time jobs 
vacatea by part-time elderly employees is, quite high. 
In' S11veden, · for example, about half the firms made up pa{rt or all the. , 
, reduction in v-rorking time by hir~ne new staff • In German cigarette firms, 
approximatively 60-70 % of the jOl!S Vacated were refilled - although 
these large!y related to ·averted redundancies which would othe·rwise have· 
been necessary because of int~oduction of anew generation of machinery. 
6.4. Part-time employpent for young people 
The -abruptness of the changeover can also be mitigated at the other end 
of working, life. Young people's entry into jobs o~ be eased by .forms ·of 
part-time work •. rn··the USA the proportion of young people among total 
, part-time employees· is relatively high, More than half· of_ the employed 
teenagers, both male- and fe-male, are on voluntary p~rt--tirne schedules. 
They account for almost half of male and one-fj,fth of fernale voluntary 
part~time workers. Even amo.p.g older (20-24 years)_a relatively.high 
'proportion are on part-time schedules - about 14 % (2). · 
· In the European Comrmmi ty part-time employm~nt~ among young people· is 
rriuch less widespread. According to the.labour force sample survey for 
1975 only 6 % of all those working part-time are aged imder ,25, repre..., ~ 
senting 11% of male ano. 5 % of female part-tim~rs. The proportion of · \,, 
young part-time· worker·s is markedly above the Community average in .the . 
Netherlands,· at 16 %. \ · · 
Meanwhile, in most ~1ember ,States the youth ill-temployment problem has 
worsened in recent years. At t.he present time around 2.2 million young· 
people are regis·tered as unemployed_, with the employment butlook for the 
next few years remaining gloomy in several countries. The priority in 
employment policy should of oourse'beto secure full--time work fo:r- y9ung 
people, also, but the_ gr·owing scale of youth unemployment makes i.t urgent 
to seek alterna;tives for a young generation without experience of work • 
. (1) Cf. Friedberg-Schonberg, op. Ci to, Annex 1, page 15. · 
· (2) cr. Deute:r.mann/Brown, Voluntary part-time workers : a growing part of 
the labour foroe,, ,Monthly Labour Review, June 1978. 
\ 
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Certain Member States hav.e introduced job-creation schemes especially for 
young· people. Whereas in North America several programmes to. creat.e 
temporary part-time jobs·- for students - are in operation, in Eu'rope 
such scheines aiming at part-time posts are almost unknown_. Ther•e have 
been a fev-1 isolated experimen:.ts, for example,. in the Netherlands, with · 
half day jobs in conj'Wlction with a correspondingly reduced rate of 
unemployment· benefit. Such practical experiments ne(3cl to be steppeli up. 
Pilot studies should be carried out- to ascertain V~rhat extra costs arise 
and whether they can be cover(-ld by the Member States or a _proportion of 
them asst;tmed by the Cormntuli ty. 1\.n example is provided by t:he Community's ' 
support for traini.ng schemes combining practical work with further 
edu.cation ( '!l 'alternance" schemes). IAnked· training in school and on the 
job is a specia-l form of part-time wo:r·k, although primn.rily o:n to ·be 
judged .a,ccording to pe(lagogical criteria. The ComJTl:i.ss:i.on- has pres_ented 
special proposal~ on the suhJ~:ct to thE( Council. ( 1) 
A survey might 1)e conduc-ted into how pa:r·t-timE:~ work o.ould be me:Hle more 
attraotiv~ to young ·people. The a-~ti tudes r:1.nd cleman9.s of young- pcop1r3 
vis-a-vis part-time w·ork, esrJeoially in relation to further. cducftlion 
and.1e,isu:re, could be covereCl .• The survey could be basE.l>d ·on existing 
research or on a. new Stl.J..Cly finH.noed und:o:r· the Commission's reE1earoh 
programme on labour market development. 
6.5. EhcouragemGnt of ;eart-time shifts 
Hi'gher capital investment, new· technologies and more floxi ble working 
hourti have led in recent years to an· increase in shift working, espe-
cially in 'the service sector. The question of whether to encourage this 
process' further poses a political dilemma.. On the one han.d, extra shifts 
would increase employment ; on th~ other,.shift work is not, in all itfi3 
aspects, compatible with an improvement in working conditions. The 
Corninission has therefore taken the view t;hat "it is· only by reducing 
. the hou.rs worked per shift' thereby increasing the number of shifts t 
that it is possible to reconcile employment requirements ,and the impro~ 
vement of living and working conditions". (2) 
(1) See Council Resolution of 18 ·December 1979 on linked work and training 
for young persons. 
(2) -COM(79) 188 final, .Annex I, page 4• 
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Introduction of part-time shifts would challenge the traditional principle 
of shifts of equal length. In theory it is possible to introduce them 
both in continuous and non~conti.nuous wo'rking. The approach would not mean 
replacing full-time teams by part-time teams operati-ng a shift system. 
Inste01-cl 1 part-time shifts could replace systematic overtime : instead 
of 12 hour standby shifts, as are common in the chemidal industry, a 
system of part and full-time shifts could be introduced. In continuously-
work plants part of 24-hour' opera·tion could be covered by fixed part- time 
shifts. 
As wi-th sflift syste'ms 1 inumerable variants of this new working practice 
are conceivable. The effects which extra part-time shifts could have on 
employment are correspondingly diverse. [!hey depend on the. type of orga-
nization (e.g. assembly line operation with'multi-role operatives) 1 the 
length of shifts, number o,f free shifts, etc. A continuous shift system 
with a part-time shift could look something like this : 
A. part-time. shift of four or five hours in length would be· introduced 
on five days of the .week. This would immediately create additional jobs. 
A part-time shift would work bet'v-Jeen 20 and 25 of the total 168 hours , 
for which the plant is working each week. Assuming four other teams working 
shifts in rotation, the latter would have to work the remaining 148 or 
143 hours per week, representing an average working week per full-time 
worker of 37 or 35 3/4 hours. 
As .ev.err ·th(~.se few examples show, part.-time shift1S within a continuous shift 
system vJould have a twofold. effect : they would', immediately create extra 
jobs, and at the sa.me time open up consi0e:rable sCope for reductions in 
wo:rking hours. Under most exis·ting shift systems shifts of under eight 
hours fo:r full-time employees would become feasible. The medically recom-
mended_ shortening of pc:n:·ticularly the evening and night shifts to six or 
seven hours could be speecled up. 
Howevc:r:n trH~se theoretical advantages imply acoepta.noe ,of oonsi·derable 
disadvantages in practice~ if the system can be· applied at all. 
- The:re v.rould be su1Jrrtant:Lal differE'mces between full and, part;...time 
employees not only a.s regard.P. the length but, more import?nt, the 
position of working periods : the former would work rotating shifts 
with varying changcwver times, the Pl'ineiple of five-day week could, 
not be maintained, etc. . Tensions could devqlop w:i.th~n the fir·m. 
~ 35-
- Incorporating part-time jobs in continuous shift-working would only 
rarely be feasible' .e.,g. in highly standardized production processes, 
among employees with special qualifications, etc. Part-time workers 
are either not interested in most jobs where continuous· shift working 
is practised or .they lack the necessary training. 
In introducing extra part-time shifts and irico;rpora.ting them into actual 
shift.schedules, account must be taken of particular operating requirements. 
This is therefore a 'matter for the two sid.es ·or industry.· They are in the 
best position to judge specific· requirements. Further studies ana. 
experiments are necessary to assess the social and employment effects of 
such sy~tems. 
6.6. The crea;tion of uTandem job.s" 
"Tandem" jobs have gained currency, especially in the USA, under the 
term "Job~sharing". In most cases they have been introduced at the 
initiative of employees. Such arrangements involve ,usually two employees 
( the •• tandem") opting to share, on their m-m re~ponsibili ty, the 
work of a full-time job and the proceeds in terms of pay and. fringe· 
benefits. The allocation of the rights and obligations arising from their 
col'lUllon contract with employer must be decided between them. This pattern 
of working differs from traditional part-time work in two ways : its pur-
pose is to restructure career-oriented, professional positions which 
cannot be reduced in terms of hours or split between two part-time employees; 
and it often requires a ~ign~ficant degree of cooperation and communication 
between the sharers. (1) "l'ahdem" jobs are often. of a. highly-skilled. 
nature. The occupations in which this system is most common in the USA are 
facilities engineer, personnel administrator, mental health counsellor,, 
teacher, laboratory technician, progrp,mme director and control~er. 
A number of pilot projects are now under way in the public services in 
some American-states. 
In view of the individualized. approach there are no standard procedures 
for creating "tandem" jobs. It is important that hours .of work, duties and 
pay should be settled. On the limited experience so far available, this 
new form of part-time work is encountering a certain amount of reluctance 
on the part of employers. Their objections are mainly levelled at 
~ the inflation of the work force involved ; 
- the lack of clear allocation of responsibility a;nd difficulty as 
regards control ; 
(1) Cf. B. Olmsted, Job- sharing : An emerging v1ork style, International 
Labour Review, May-June 1979, and B. Teriet, Job-sharing -
eine neue , cler Arbei tsvertragsgestal ttmg, Personal, N° 6/1977. 
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- the increase in fixed costs ; 
-.. the uncla.rified issues of .social secu.ri.ty and labour law. 
Positive fact()rS for employers include : . 
-greater flexibility in assigning work 
- less absenteeism ; 
- more continuity in the execution of· work. ; 
-greater inoenti ves for qualified staff to remain with the firm in spite 
of competing career· and private commitments. 
"Ta.nd?m" working is still in its infancy. In Europe it has only caught on 
in the independant . professions ~oup, pra.o1~ces of lawyers Qr · doctors). The 
experience gained so far· does not permit a final . judgment .Detailed· cost-benefit 
analyses and investigations of any undesirable side-effects still have to 
be made. So far, service sector jobs appear to lend themselves mo,re. to 
"tandem" working. Future trials of this system should of course not stop 
at the public sector but take in private sectors as well (banks, commercial 
s'ervi ces) • . 
6.7. Part-time emplo~yment for ;Problem groups on the labour market 
' I 
Schemes to promote part-time work can also be envisaged for special 
problem groups on the labour market. They.could be principally aimed at 
the long-term unem,ployed., . whose chances of re-employment fall the longer 
they are out of work, Ci'J.i te apart from the psychological and financial 
strain involvede Long-term unemployment is relf3,tively less frequent among 
young people than among older workers and especially the disabled or. 
handicapped. For some years this hard core of unemployed has been gro~ving· 
in mo'st Member States. In France, for example, the average time unemployed 
· pers-ons. had been out of work increased from 199 days in September 1977 
to 213 and 236 days in the corres"ponding monfu of 1978 and r979 respectively. 
Several'Member States have launched special assistance programmes for the 
long-term unemployed. The, pos~ibili ty of providing more part-time jobs for 
this group should be investigated. The national employment services could 
adapt. their guid;::mce and placement facilities accordi:q.gly and possibly 
give financial supporto Long-term unemployed persons would then ~t least 
·remain in partial contact with working life a.nd not be .driven off the 
labour market completely. Hm•1ever, under the present vt.lles acceptance of 
part-tlme job oa11. often involve a loss of income :entitlement to benefit 
is usually reduced in the .caRe of repeated 1memployment when the worker· 
has meantime been in part-time employment. Thus .utl.employment benefits 
need to be adapted. 
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